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Barriers to disabled
to come down soon

RISING STARS

66
I'm doing the best
I can. It's just not
working out.
Jeff Reardon
page 2B

By CYRUS AFZALI

e

Murray Ledger& Times Staff Writer

Imagine all the barriers a disabled person faces in everyday
life. Now think of the task of
removing all of these in the coming months.
That is the task that local, state
and national governments are
undertaking under the terms of
the Americans with Disabilities
Act of 1990. To better understand
both what can and needs to be
done was the subject of a forum
Tuesday night sponsored by the
Murray Human Rights
Commission.
Dr. William Fennessee, coordinator of rehabilitation services at
Murray State University, who
himself is blind, said the disabled
do not want their disabilities to
keep them from enjoying everyday life.
"This law is more expansive
than any other regarding any protected group. It is designed to
bring people with disabilities into
the mainstream so we can participate in all areas of society. If we
achieve the maximum effects of

66
In a couple
of weeks, it's going
to be over, and you
can rest then.
Michael Dukakis
page 4
INSIDE
FORT CAMPBELL — A Fort
Campbell soldier fatally shot
two fellow soldiers and then
turned the gun on himself, the
-Post's public affairs officer
said Wednesday. Page 2A

Brenda Bowlin and the Murray
State University Racer volleyball team are taking their season "one day at a time." Page
2B

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger a Times Staff Writer

CYRUS AFZ.46.1/Ledger & Times photo

Tonight, mostly clear. Low 45
to 50. Light wind. Thursday,
mostly sunny and mild. High
70 to 75.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.1, +0.1; below 302.8, +0.3
BARKLEY LAKE
355.2, +0.1; below 304.7, +1.9
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
BE: 753-1916
SUBSCRI
TO

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

this law, the strain on our resources can be reduced," he said.
Sue Morris, director of the
Murray-Calloway County Transit
Authority, said although accommodating persons with disabilities is nothing new to her operation, persons with special needs
traveling to another city should
give 24 hours notice before
traveling. Documentation such as
proof of residence and a letter
from a doctor, if the disability is
not apparent, may also be
required.
The local transit service is
somewhat unique in that it is a
"demand service," meaning that
persons may be picked up immediately after calling, although it
can sometime take as long as 30
minutes. The service also makes
regular stops at local businesses.
Morris said the act enables a
disabled person to be accompanied by one companion, although
both will pay the regular fare,
which locally is $2. If someone
requires I personal care attendant, however, the attendant rides
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Argument over signs
adds punch to meeting

SPORTS

FORECAST

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

touring college
Eric Miller, a production assistant with "Fun Flicks," an interactive video program
video Tuesday
music
own
their
made
campuses, watches Trevor Pervine and Chris Bauer as they
Center.
Curris
afternoon at Murray State University's

POW/MIA

Delegation returns with documents
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. became of many of the 2,266
officials returned from Vietnam American servicemen unacwith "very important documenta- counted for from the Vietnam
tion," including photographs, War.
"I believe we have brought
they said could help determine
very important documentahome
s
American
many
of
fates
the
missing from the war in South- tion which will go a long way in
resolving many cases that are still
east Asia.
The officials arrived back from listed as missing in action," said
the weekend trip Tuesday even- Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a
ing amid reports they had gained member of the Senate Select
access to a cache of secret infor- Committee on POW -MIA
mation, including thousands of Affairs.
McCain, a former Vietnam
photographs, that government
sources said hold clues to what prisoner of war, and retired Gen.

John Vessey Jr., Bush's special
emissary for POW-MIA affairs,
each made brief statements to
reporters upon their arrival at
Andrews Air Force Base, Md.
They said they would brief President Bush on their findings.
They declined to take any
questions, but as they walked to
their waiting cars, McCain was
asked if they had brought any of
the documentation back with
them. He replied, "Some."
Asked if they had photographs,
he said, "Yes."

Clinton returns to sharp rhetoric
"In the next two weeks, I'm
going to go back to the themes I
starteil _with," his assaults on
President Bush's economic
record and his own economic
plan. "I want so badly to reaffirm the clear direction of the

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Bill Clinton is closing out his
presidential campaign much the
way he started it, returning to the
sharper rhetoric that his doubledigit poll leads have allowed him
to forgo in recent weeks.

campaign. 1 want people to know
what I stand for."
The Democratic nominee,
who's been waging a frontrunner's campaign for weeks and
• TURN TO PAGE 2

A wrangle over Murray's political sign ordinance packed some
punch into Tuesday night's planning commission meeting.
Planning commission member
Tommy Sanders said political
signs all over the George Weaks
Community Center constitute a
violation of the ordinance.
"The Democratic Party has
rented a room there and so therefore it is a private entity and
doesn't have the right to display
the signs," Sanders said.
He said he had opposed the
ordinance because he felt it
would be unenforceable.
City planner Don Elias said the
city has no control over
government-owned (county)
property.
"It is my understanding that
the community center is owned
by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court," Elias said.
But Sanders would not accept
that. He wants Elias to seek an
opinion from the city attorney
and make a report at the Thursday city council meeting.
The ordinance states that no
more than one political sign per
lot can be displayed. The sign
can be no larger than eight square
feet and can be displayed 45 days
before the election and must be
taken down 14 days afterwards.
Planning commission member
Charlie Adams, who was
appointed by the county, sup-

ported Sanders.
"When someone rents any
county or municipal building,
that doesn't give them the right
to circumvent our ordinance.
"County government should be
a good neighbor to city government and adhere to our ordinance, whether it is a political
sign or an advertising sign,"
Adams said.
Planning commission chairman
Bob Dunn asked if anyone had
approached the Democratic Party
leaders about the signs. Sanders
answered quickly that it was-not
his place to enforce the
ordinance.
"I know I'm being obnoxious
but it's the principle of the thing.
If it's the case that we can't
enforce the ordinance because it
is owned by another governmental body, then I should rent a
room at the center and hang a
billboard outside.
"Why pass an ordinance if we
can't enforce it?" Sanders asked.
He also agreed with Adams
that his objections had nothing to
do with the fact that the signs
belonged to the Democratic
Party.
Elias said after the meeting
that he would obtain an opinion
from the city attorney before
approaching any other party.
Sanders also pointed out that
political signs have been posted
on telephone poles within the city
limits, which is also an ordinance
violation. Removal of those signs
will be at the expense of the
candidates.

MAN ON THE STREET
Why do you support United Way of Calloway County?

Authorities seeking
IGA robbery suspect
Local authorities are searching for a man who robbed
Murray's 1GA grocery store on
Chestnut Street Tuesday
afternoon.
According to reports from
the Murray Police Department,
a white male in his late 20s,
weighing approximately 150
pounds, with brown hair, a
mustache and several days
growth of beard, entered the
store at 4:30 p.m. Tuesday and
gave a cashier a note demanding money.
The man is believed to have
been carrying a gun in his
jacket although one was not
seen. He left the scene in a
late-model, black Ford Mustang aftet obtaining a small
amount of cash.
Anyone with information
about the man or the automobile is asked to call the Murray
Police Department at
762-0312.

Gary Johnson, Fisher-Price
Because it represents a bunch
of ditferent agencies. So by
giving your money to the
United Way, you get more
bang for your buck. The local
money donated stays in Calloway County.

.4

Lorl Clayton, JCPenney
Through my contribution. I can
help fund 20 area agencies
and help people that are less
fortunate than me.

Paul Sharp, Wal-Mart
All the money comes back to
this community and helps so
many different worthwhile
agencies.

Libby Welch, Peoples Bank
United Way programs have
been there for me all my life
We had a CPR class here at
the bank that was made possible by United Way I feel the
need to contribute to my
community.

.0,-7
47
77c,

.011.
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Murray's system is equipped
with buses containing chair lifts
and special equipment to hold
wheelchairs in place while buses
are in motion.
In addition to carrying a cornmercial drivers license, drivers
must also be trained in dealing
with handicapped individuals,
Morris said.
Nancy Ftankins, a field representative with the Kentucky
Human Rights Commission, said
Kentucky's civil rights law was
amended by the Kentucky General Assembly to conform to ADA
requirements for accessible
accommodations and for preventing housing and employment discrimination based on disabilities.
"We've got a lot of educating
to do. Initially. I thought we'd
sec a rush of complaints, but that
hasn't happened, partly, I think,
because people haven't been educated," she said.
Ranluns defined a disability as
a physical or mental impairment
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones says he was
following state law in assigning
Deputs Transportation Secretary
Jerry Anglin additional duties as
commisioner of the highway
departaent.
For the past 10 months, Transportation Secretary Don Kelly
has been serving as highway
commissioner.
But Anglin and officials in the
governor's office said Monday
they recently noticed that a provision in state law requires the
chief deputy secretary of transportation to "also serve as commissioner of the department of

FARM
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INSURANCE
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Jackie Blanchard, compliance
enforcement officer at the Kentucky Human Rights Commission, said as far as employment is
concerned, a person is qualified
for a position if he or she can
perform the functions of a job.
A person is covered under
ADA rules of employment if he
or she has a disability with permanent impact that is substantially limiting, but meets prerequisites for the job except for the
disability.
Employers are no longer permiued to require physical examinations when interviewing
applicants.
"All of these are (handled) on
a case-by-case basis, and we
haven't had a case to determine
what the limitations will be," she
said.

highways."
Because of that provision, the
governor has decided to name
Anglin highway commissioner,
according to Frank Ashley,
Jones' press secretary.
Ashley said the governor
•'decided to make the appointment to be in full compliance
with this law, which I believe
was only recently brought to his
attention. The appointment will
be made as soon as the paperwork can be processed."
Anglin is from the circle of
political supporters who have
worked for Jones since his 1987
campaign for lieutenant governor.

Last Friday, when Jones
brought another member of that
circle — Jack Hall — into his
administration, the governor said
he was reviewing the performance of all top administration
officials.
But Jones said in an interview
Monday that the change was
made becauk of the law, not
because of therevicw. He said it
was announced Monday because
the news began to leak.
Jones said the appointment will
make the most difference to engineers in the cabinet, many of
whom are close to Kelly, a fellow
engineer.

IN Clinton returns...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Ship ‘1vekl

entertainment, stores, airports,
train stations, private schools and
daycare and senior citizens centers. Private clubs are exempt
unless their facilities are open to
the public.

Assistant gets new highway dukes

TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
(awn minimum)
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which limits one or more of the
person's major life activities.
Kentucky law differs from federal regulations because it does not
consider impairmenu caused by
alcohol or drugs as disabilities.
Under the act, no one can
refuse to rent, sell or exchange a
house or aparunent to anyone
because of a disability. Duplexes
are exempted, however,
"If it is an existing premise,
landlords are supposed to allow
persons with disabilities to make
changes at their (the renter's)
expense, as long as it's reasonable If you are building a complex, you are supposed to construct the common-use areas,
including doors, so they can be
adapted at any time," she said.
Rank ins said the law basically
says, in a place of public accommodation, persons cannot be discriminated against based on disability, which includes making it
accessible to the fullest extent
possible. Included are businesses
such as restaurants, motels,
offices, museums, places of

FROM PAGE 1
avoiding harsh attacks on Bush,
intensified his attack on Tuesday,
turning Bush's trust issue back on
the president.
"This is a guy," Clinton said,
"who said read my lips, 15 million new jobs, you'll be beuer off
than you were four years ago. ...
And he wants you to trust him?"
Clinton, heading out today on a

three-day Western swing, will
press these themes until Nov. 3,
focusing on what's happened to
middle-income Americans over
the past 12 years, Clinton aides
said.
"We wanted to come out
swinging for the last two
weeks," said Clinton strategist
Paul Begala. "We're the challenger; he's the incumbent president.
We are still the underdog here.
We're going to take it right to
him."
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Public hearings held
on rezoning requests
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Lodger & Times Staft Writer

Two public hearings were held
on rezoning requests at Tuesday
night's planning commission
meeting.
The first was from William
Zentner, owner of Oak Manor
Apartments in the 1600 block of
Main Street.
7-entner was seeking a rezoning
designation from R2 to R4. City
Planner Don Elias felt such a
designation would be more in
line with the use of the property,
which includes St. John's Episcopal Church.
Neighbor Barbara Brown
expressed some concern that if
the rezoning were granted that
the property could be sold and
the current rental units could be
torn down and replaced by a bigger building.
Elias said R4 allows only one
to four single-story structures on
each lot. Any deviation from that
designation would have to come
back before the planning
commission.
The rezoning was granted by
the commission.
The second rezoning request
came from Paul Garland concerning his property on Uuerback
Road. He was seeking a rezoning
from Agriculture to R4 and B2.
The B2 designation concerns a
strip of property 1,273 feet long.
Garland plans to start development on the south end of the
property and work north.
The commission granted the
change for the 49-acre site.
In an unusual twist, the commission also granted preliminary
plat approval for Fallbrook Subdivision planned for the site by
Garland.
Usually, plat approval comes
after the city council approves

the rezoning. The commission
granted approval contingent on
the city council's concurrence.
In other business, final plat
approval was given for the Murray Country Club Estates on
Hwy. 121 North.
Preliminary plat approval was
given for an unnamed subdivision
on Hwy. 121 North and Johnny
Robertson Road; for River Oaks
Subdivision on Ford Road; and
for the Cambridge Subdivision on
Bailey Road.
In other business, commission
chairman Bob Dunn announced
that Barbara Erwin's term on the
planning commission has expired
and that Dan Morris has resigned
his seat due to a job transfer.

Soldier kills two
others, himself
at Fort Campbell
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.
(AP) — A Fort Campbell soldier fatally shot two fellow
soldiers and then turned the
gun on himself, the post's
public affairs officer said
Wednesday.
Military police and agents
of the Fort Campbell Criminal
Investigative Division are
investigating the deaths of
three soldiers who were all
members of the same unit, said
Maj. Ed Gribbins. The shooting happened about 5:30 p.m.
CDT Tuesday at the unit's
headquarters, he said.
The names of the dead were
not released pending notification of relatives.
Gribbins said the weapon
used in the shootings was privately owned, not military
issue.

2 Pc. Fish Dinner — $2.69

^.
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AURORA — Members of the Western Area Narcotics Team, including Marshall County Sheriff's deputies, have uncovered a marijuana-growing laboratory and seized an estimated $50,000 worth of marijuana and more than
$5,000 in equipment near here. Authorities raided Dave's Bait Store on Ky
80 at 10:30 p.m. Monday. Officers arrested: David Morris Buhmeir, 41, Rt. 1
Hardin; his so& David Eric Buhmeir, 25, Rt. 5 Benton; and Billy Jos McElvain, 38, of Evansville, Ind. All were charged with cultivating more than five
marijuana plants for sale and lodged in the Marshall County Jail. Sheriff
Brian Roy said officers from his department and WANT have been investigating the case for two months. He said an elaborate laboratory, which contained about 50 plants,.was sat up in a downstairs area Marijuana in various stages of processing was also seized.
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If Hindsight IsThe OnlyTimeYour
Vision Is 20/20,We've Got News ForYou.
A little foresight ano a simple medical
procedure known as radial keratotomy
'RK)could change your perspective forever RK is a simple. safe out patient
procedure that corrects near- sightedness
and astigmatism
The simple fact is that close to 100%
of those who opt for radial keratotomy
show a significant improvement Almost
95% will be able to see clearly without
the aid of glasses or contact lenses And

that is big news indeed'
Ask the medical professionals at the
Van Dyck Eye Center for details They'll
show you just how your particular case
might be suited to the procedure
Have the foresight to call today and
schedule a free RK consultation to see if
you're a candidate Don't make excuses
Make an appointment Your hindsight
will tell you that you have made the
right decision

Thursday
Kids Eat Free (Dine In Only). Up to 2free
kids meals per adult dinner purchase.

Country Style Fish Dinner —

FREE RADIAL KERATOTOMY SURGERY SEMINAR
Saturday, October 24, 1992
9:00 AM— 1:00AM
400 Hospital Circle

Fish
& Fries

Presentation by Dr John Van Dyck
Call 901.642-5003 or 1-800 489-0237 for reservations Space is limited

$199
.

Fish, fries &
hush puppies.
on. coupon per customer

Not

good with am other coupon or
dboount otter at perlicbeing Cao
lain Os Or expose 11/4/92

VAN
A .1 co

Fish
& Fries

$1.99

Fish, fries &
hush puppies.
One coupon pee

Not
custrxner
good wilt any other coupco or
discount offer at participating Caption D's Offer expires I 1/4/92

DYCK EYE CENTER
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Tennessee's First Choice In Eye Care
1-900-489-0237
400 Hospital On*•Paris, TN, 38242•901-642-5003 •
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News of the World
MLA'S FATE
GETTING A PICTURE OF
d from Vietnam with "very important

WASHINGTON — U.S. officials returne
determine the
documentation," including photographs, they said could help Asia. The offifates of many Americans missing from the war in Southeast
reports they
cials arrived back from the weekend trip Tuesday evening amidthousands of
g
includin
ion,
informat
secret
of
cache
a
to
access
had gained
became of
photographs, that government sources said hold clues to what
Vietnam
the
from
for
nted
unaccou
men
service
many of the 2,266 American
tation which
War. "I believe we have brought home very important documen as missing in
will go a long way in resolving many cases that are still listed
Senate Select
action," said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a member of theprisoner of war,
Vietnam
a
former
McCain,
Affairs.
-MIA
Committee on POW
for POW -MIA
and retired Gen. John Vessey Jr., Bush's special emissary
arrival at
affairs, each made brief statements to reporters upon their nt Bush on
Preside
Andrews Air Force Base, Md. They said they would brief
their findings Thursday.

TRANSITION
PROVIDING FOR AN ORDERLY
polls are right about Presi-

WASHINGTON— Just in case the public opinion
has $5 million
dent Bush's re-election chances, the government already
the bill containwaiting to help his successor take over. Bush himself signed g the money,
ing the money for his own replacement on Oct. 6. In providin carrying out
simply
Bush wasn't betting against his own re-election. He wasprovide funds for an
the terms of a 1964 law that requires the government to
requires that such
orderly presidential transition. "The national interest
assure contitransitions in the office of president be accomplished so as to the affairs of
of
nuity in the faithful execution of the laws and in the conduct law states.
the federal government, both domestic and foreign," the

TAP WATER
UNHEALTHY LEAD LEVELS IN
public water supply systems

WASHINGTON— About one in every five large
water used by
in the country reports finding high levels of lead in drinking
on Agency reported
Protecti
mental
Environ
The
rs.
custome
their
of
some
rs in 26 states
Tuesday that 130 public water suppliers serving custome in "high -risk"
tested
water
tap
in
levels
lead
hy
reported finding unhealt
that exceeded
homes. It was not (Oar how many customers received water ed 32 million
federal lead standards, but the suppliers served an estimat — more than
people, the agency said. Ft is believed that the high lead levels
"the majority of
15 parts per billion — involved thousands of homes. While ... we are conwater
drinking
in
levels
lead
safe
American homes have
homes," EPA Adminicerned about the high levels found in these (high-risk)
strator William Reilly said in a statement.

EEN JAPAN, CHINA
DORMANT TENSION BETWfriendsh
ip and cooperation, but

BEIJING — China and Japan may hail
se monarch —
Emperor Akihito's visit this week — the first by a Japane It puts Chinese
rs.
points up underlying tensions between the Asian neighbo
anti-Japanese activiauthorities in the ironic position of clamping down on
and 1940s by
1930s
the
in
support
popular
gained
ists
Commun
ties. The
ents are
governm
Both
China.
of
parts
large
of
ion
fighting Japan's occupat
steady
will
that
ship
relation
closer
a
of
start
portraying Akihito's visit as the
the emotions
the region and benefit both countries economically. But
still-fresh memoaroused reflect cultural, economic and military rivalry and
War.
se
-Japane
Chinese
the
of
ries

SUICIDE VICTIM
GREENS LEADER A MURDERof Germany's Greens party and

BONN, Germany — Petra Kelly, founder
me lover who
once a leading counterculture figure, was slain by her long-tiTuesday
. The
then used his .38-caliber derringer to kill himself, police said
retired Gen.
decomposing bodies of Kelly and her 69-year-old companion — were found
Gert Bastian, who left the army to join the peace movement — in the left
in their house Monday night. Bastian shot the 44-year-old Kelly nn's chief
temple and then turned the weapon on himself, Helmut Otto,Bo
lying in the
detective, told reporters. He said the bodies could have beenng the possihouse for three weeks. Otto said investigators were not excludi and highly
bility that Kelly and Bastian, both former members of parliament
visible activists, might have had a suicide pact.

ST CANCER
STUDY: NO LINK IN DIET, BREA
eating less fat and more

CHIC 4G0 — A major U.S. study suggests that
s findfiber offers no protection against breast cancer, contrary to previou
as
ings. But a lean diet is still very important to avert other diseases, such
critic
One
say.
to
d
hastene
hers
researc
the
,
disease
heart
and
colon cancer
present
said the study was flawed, and a government researcher said it may
ng
only part of the picture. Subjects were 89,494 women in the continui
were
Nurse's' Health Study. Their diets and development of breast cancer
from age
tracked for eight years beginning in 1980, when the women ranged
that are
34 to 59. One physicians' group said the study analyzes fat intakes
said Dr.
diet,"
high-fat
a
eating
was
study
this
in
ody
"Everyb
ful.
not meaning
ible
Respons
for
ee
Committ
ans
Physici
the
of
Joel Fuhrman, a member
of two
Medicine. "That's like, in a study on smoking, measuring the effects
packs a day versus three packs a day."

FAZE RESIDENTS
QUAKE WARNING DOESN'Tcoastal
range town on the San

PARKFIELD, Cab!, — Residents of this tiny
warning
Andreas fault went about their business Tuesday despite a uniquehit soon.
from government seismologists that a powerful earthquake could
Office of
Prompted by a 4.7-magnitude quake Monday night, the state
1 in 3 chance
a
of
radius
30-mile
a
in
s
resident
warned
s
Service
ncy
Emerge
such warnof a large quake by Thursday night. The prediction was the first
project, the
ing issued as part of the U.S. Geological Survey's Parkfield An earthworld's most comprehensive earthquake prediction experiment.
a 1985 agency
quake measuring 5.5 to 6.0 on the Richter scale would fulfill end of 1992.
the
by
area
the
strike
would
shaker
strong
a
that
forecast

E RESUMES
QUEST FOR MIDEAST PEAC
peace resumes Wednesday

with
WASHINGTON — The quest for Mideast
s that
Israel and the pabs keeping an eye on U.S. presidential election
said Tuesday.
could shape the future of their negotiations, Mideast experts on economic
stress
certain
his
and
Clinton,
Bill
at
Democr
A victory by
progress in
recovery over foreign affairs, could spur the parties to strive for
lndyk of the
the waning months of the Bush administration, said Martin
Washington Institute For Near East Policy.
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State recognized
for expanding free
breakfast program
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky was recognized
Tuesday as one of 10 states
winning the war on hunger by
expanding its school breakfast
programs.
The announcement was
made by the Food Research
and Action Center in Washington, D.C., a group working to
eliminate hunger and poor
nutrition in the United States.
Last year in Kentucky, 75.1
percent of public and private
schools served breakfast and
lunch. The national average is
53.5 percent, an all-time high.
Efforts to increase school
breakfast participation include:
In August and September,
the state bought television
time to show commercials
promoting breakfast among
high school and middle school
students in six cities.
North Hardin County High
School offers Breakfast on
Wheels, movable carts that
take breakfasts-in-a-sack to
popular gathering spots around
the school.
Fayette County schools
introduced Breakfast Express
this year, a simple, nutritious
meal that students can eat
quickly before school starts.
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Letters to the Editor
Prayer, scripture in schools
Dear Editor:
Our
This is about prayer and scripture reading in our schools.
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would lose our lives if we stood up to the legislation for equal rights
in our schools. If we really had to face life or death maucrs, could we
stand the test? It is a good thing that we are not really persecuted as
Paul was. Don't you think it is time we took a stand and put the name
for
of "Jesus" back in our schools? The kids are taught to be thankful
God?
mention
cannot
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if
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but
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Don't you think that there might still be a few children in school that
would like to publicly say, "Thank you, God," for some of their
accomplishments? Let's think about it!
If Stephen stood up for Jesus as we do, he would not have been
stoned to death. If the early Christians had stood up for the church as
we do today, they probably would not have been persecuted. Don't
you think we do a lot of compromising?
Peggy Prichard
Rt. 8, Box 312, Murray
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Former losers know how itfeels
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Prose News Analysis

WASHINGTON — Far behind
and running out of time. Michael
Dukakis and Walter Mondale
remember the feeling well — and
the decisions it brings.
"You have a chance to show
the American people your better
side, your most responsible
side," says Mondale, the 1984
Democratic presidential nominee
who lost 49 states. "And win or
lose, that's what the American
people will remember about
you."
Dukakis, buried in President
Bush's 1988 landslide, recalls
that the polls and impending
defeat can seem distant when
you're the candidate. "You just
get out there and you dig hard,"
says the man who sat for satellite
television interviews on election
night, trying to win a few more
votes. "You know in a couple of
weeks it's going to be over and
you can rest then."
It's been nearly three decades,
dating to Barry Goldwater's campaign in 1964, since Republicans
faced the predicament now confronting Bush. He is down by 15
points in most polls, the nationally televised debates are over, and

Ms. Prichard: Thank you for your letter. Since you asked: Jesus also
taught us to "render unto Caesar that which is Caesar's," and our
United States Constitution guarantees a separation of church and state.
Therefore, I feel that schools which are funded by churches should
and do have the right to teach their religious messages, be they Christian, Jewish, Moslem or moon-worshippers. But schools which are
funded through governmental funds should focus on education and
leave religion out of their curriculum. If that disturbs you, think of
this: as a Christian, I assume you would be terribly offended if you
lived in a Moslem nation and your children had to attend a Moslem
school and have to learn Moslem beliefs. In America, however, we
embrace — and thus ensure — the freedom of religious beliefs by
refusing to mandate a state religion.
By the way, many children in our schools do 'publicly express
thanks to God for their accomplishments. Individual expressions of
faith are not disallowed under the constitutional separation of church
and state, but institutional encouragement or enforcement of one religion is.
—Daniel T. Parker

Learn about health-care reform
Dear Editor:
I attended the Governor's Conference for Older Kentuckians in
Frankfort on Oct. 13-14. Many areas of concern for older people were
discussed including alternative care systems, community delivery systems, cultural/educational enrichment, economics of aging in Kentucky, health care access/cost, housing, and transportation. Formal recommendations in each of these areas were sent to Gov. Jones.
Since Jones' health care reform plan was recently released, a good
part of this conference was devoted to discussing and seeking clarification of the plan. Gov. Jones responded to some of these questions/
comments when he addressed the conference group at the end of the
last day.
I feel that we have major problems in our state related to health
care access, cost containment, and quality assurance. All Kentuckians
are hurting and we must find some form of relief. Gov. Jones is
strongly committed to seeing that every Kentuckian be insured, have
access to health care, that the cost of health care in this state be better
controlled, and the quality of care be maintained or improved. Many
people will say that this can't be done, but I feel that we have no
choice. Everyone (and that includes myself) should become better
informed on Jones' health care reform plan.
Oleta E. Burteen
Rt. 4 Box 695, Murray
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Bikers appreciate Toy Run help
Dear Editor:
• The Bikers of Calloway County would like to thank all of the people and businesses who donated toys and/or time and money to help
make our 2nd Annual Toy Ran on Oct. 10 such a success. The smiles
on all of the childrens' faces at Christmas makes all of the wort
worthwhile. Thank you to Human Resources for distributing the toys
for us.
Thank you to the following businesses and people for their donations. We appreciate all of their help:
Public Ice, Stargazers, Ward Leather, Piggly Wiggly, Ahart Saw
Mill, Holland Tire, Rudy's Restaurant, Karate USA, Taco John's,
Captain D's, Pizza Magic, George's East Y Market, Movie World
Body Elite, Larry England, Bridles To Britches, Col. Cowan and the
volunteers from Calloway Co. High School ROTC;
Theresa Colson Crafts, Magic Needle Tauoos, Doc's Tattoos,
McClure's Pet Shop, Kirksey Feed Mill, Murray Shoe Repair, Racer
Oil, Murray Florist & Gifts, two merchants in Hazel, Tim and Toni
Letts, Dickie Mitchel, Chapt. B., Richard Myos, Duel and Debbie
Taylor, Gina Roberts, Larry and Renee Cope, Cheri Rushing. Billy
mad Rhonda Farmer of the Western District.
We would also like to thank all of the many people who donated
list whom we may have missed.
Thank you all! Merry Christmas! The Bikers of Calloway County
hope to see you next year.
Edna Barneu
Bikers of Calloway Co.

only two weeks remain until
Election Day.
So there's not exactly a GOP
play book at the ready for losing
strategies, even if Bush wanted to
turn to it.
He doesn't, of course. Like
Mondale, Dukakis and underdogs
everywhere, he and his aides
insist the race is tightening, that
an upset is in the making.
"Forget all these polls, forget
people telling you how you
think." Bush urged a crowd on
Tuesday in Norcross, Ga. "I am
confident, in my heart of hearts,"
he said later.
It may be tightening at this late
date, but history suggests
otherwise.
And the Democrats who have
had practice at this sort of thing
in the past say there are some
decisions to be made:
• The man at the top of the ticket
has to be concerned about those
seeking lesser offices.
• He must balance his determination to fight hard to the end
against the judgment of history if
the race appears unwinnable.
• Work to the end, and never,
ever, admit defeat.
"We're rocking and rolling,
he's slipping and sliding," Dukakis said in the final days of his

campaign. Neither was true, but it
steadied the faithful.
"You have to be concerned
with the campaign epitaph," says
Leslie Dach, who was Dukakis'
communications director. "In
both 1984 and 1988 the campaign
epitaph says the candidates found
their voices, and they were positive voices."
Did anyone in the inner circle
ever tell Dukakis or Mondale
they were going to lose?
"You're not sitting around
being introspective," says Dukakis. "That's not your job and the
job of the people around you."
Recalls Mondale, "They didn't
need to. You could see it in their
eyes."
He added in a recent telephone
interview, "I knew and they
knew. It's up to you to keep the
ener1y1E've1 AM-issues before the
public so there's not a collapse.
It's not just you, it's all the other
candidates around the country."
Bob Beckel, a top aide to Mondale and now a political consultant and television commentator,
says that can produce awkward
moments.
"Near the end, we were not
going out after the undecided voters," he said, recalling a tacit
acknowledgement of defeat. "We

were going after our base," the
customary Democratic voters
whose support other candidates
needed to win their own races.
Like Bush these days, Mondale
had to be sympathetic if other
members of his own party wanted
to keep their distance. "If guys
want to disengage from you, you
don't give them a hard time about
it," Beckel said. "They've got to
worry about their own races."
In the final days of his race,
Dukakis, too, stressed his commitment to traditional Democratic
issues of economic security for
blue collar workers and the party's liberal tradition. "We probably saved some House and
Senate seats," recalls John Sasso,
a top aide to Dukakis.
Beckel said Mondale pursued a
similar strategy. "He preached
Democratic theme music," the
veteran strategist recalled. He
said Mondale picked up five percentage points in the final days of
the campaign, and without it,
"we would have taken a lot of
guys (to defeat) with us."
• • • •
(David Espo is the AP's assistant
chief of bureau in Washington
and has covered presidential
politics since 1980.)

Exploding heads, bouncing beds
Back when Linda Lovelace became the first really big porn star,
the owner of a neighborhood movie
theatre in Chicago decided to get in
the smut market. He switched from
regular movies to hard-core
Pornography.
His business picked up. But he
hadn't anticipated the angry response from the decent people who
lived in the bungalows and threehis
working-class
of
flats
neighborhood.
Civic and church groups held
meetings. They organized protests,
throwing up picket lines outside the
theater, which embarrassed the men
who slinked in and out for their
vicarious kicks.
The protesters goaded their alderman into joining their crusade. He
arranged for city building inspectors to check the place for violations. Because no older building in
Chicago can pass a close inspection,
the owner found himself in Building
Court.
There were fire threats, death
threats,a couple of stink bombs and
other forms of harrassment.
So the theater owner finally
caved in to the community pressure.
He announced that he would dump
the dirty movies and immediately
begin showing only G-rated films.
Wholesome family entertainment
The protesters were elated. They
had defeated sin and smut Good,
clean movies, about dogs and kids
and happy families, began flickering on their neighborhood movie
screen.
Only one small problem: Hardly
anybody came to see the good.
clean, wholesome movies. There
were so few customers that the
theater owner didn't take in enough
to pay his projectionist, much less
die cashier and the utility bills.
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Five newborn admissions,
dismissals, death are listed

JO'S DATEBOOK

Five newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Oct. 19, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Wright baby boy, parents, Tina and
Randy, Rt.2, Box 195-AA, Murray,
Sent baby boy, parents, Deana and
Robert, 721 Nash Dr., Murray;
Weaver baby girl, mother, Anita
Weaver, Rt. 2, Box 112-B, Springville,
Tenn.;
Moreland baby girl, parents, Myong
and Bryan, Ftt. 1, Box 74-A, Hardin,
Bell baby boy, parents. April and
Greg, Rt. 1, Box A-44, Palmersville,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Clara Lassitor, At. 7, Box 266,
do Hart, Murray; Mrs. Murrell Smith,
903 Faidane Dr., Murray;

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
An Influenza Vaccine Clinic at Calloway County Health Center
will be Thursday, Oct. 22, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. There will be a $3
charge to help cover the cost of the vaccine and to allow this service
to continue in the future. Vaccine is recommended for healthy persons, 65 and older, or younger persons who have heart disease, respiratory disease, renal disease, diabetes or compromised immune systems, and care givers to high risk patients. Vaccine will not be given
to persons who have an acute illness with fever, have a severe allergy
to eggs, thiomersol or sodium, bisulfite, are pregnant, or have ever
had Guillain Barre Syndrome. A doctor's written order will be
required for persons under 18 years of age. For more information call
the center at 753-3381.

Compassionate Friends changes
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Oct. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Pat Anderson R.N. will
speak on 'Infant Loss.' This is a group comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. 'You will have contact with
people who listen and who offer support,' according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain
Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Oct. 21
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa/7 p.m./home of Betty
Lyons.

Parkinson's Support Group will meet
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Oct. 23, at 4 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle R.N., at 762-1100.

Overeaters Anonymous for
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regulars/5:30 p.m., both at Ellis
Community Center.

Special programs Saturday
Two separate programs on the contraceptive Norplant, innovative form of
birth control, will be presented Saturday, Oct. 24, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Robert Korolevich, a family practitioner with Hughes and
Korolevich Medical Offices and a member of the medical staff at the hospital, will be the seminar's guest speaker. Norplant, which is placed under the
skin of a woman's arm during a simple office procedure, prevents pregnancy
for five years. Programs will be at 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m. in the third floor
classroom of the hospital. To register for this free seminar, call 762-1384.

Dr. Rose will be speaker
Dr. Joe Rose will be special speaker at a Bill of Rights Symposium on
Thursday, Oct. 22, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. He
will speak on 'Freedom of Expression and The First Amendment.' This symposium is made possible through a grant from the Kentucky Humanities
Council. The public is urged to attend, said Ben Graves, library director.

Women's Conference scheduled
Mid-Continent Baptist College, Mayfield, will host a Christian Women's
Conference, Nov. 12-14, at Northside Baptist Church, Mayfield. We Were
Meant To Make A Difference* will be the theme of the conference with program personalities to include Cal Thomas, Marge Caldwell, Peggy Benson,
and Gigi Graham Tchividijian. Music will be by Beverly Terrell, Kendra
Cook, Janet Pollock and Sarah Atkinson. Another feature will be 30 or more
personal seminars. It is necessary to we-register for the conference. The
conference fee will be $50 and should mailed with registration form to MidContinent Christian Women's Conference, 611 Lochridge St., Mayfield, Ky.
42066. For more information and brochures call Nodhside Baptist Church,
Mayfield, at 1-247-4861.

YMCA Family Night Saturday
YMCA Family Night will be Saturday, Oct. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at Weeks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. A sandwich potluck meal will be
served. All YMCA participants and members of any United Way Agency and
boards are invited to attend. The Halloween theme will be used. For more
information call 759-YMCA.

Julie Caylor Gentry,fiancee
of James Channing Routen

Gentry-Routen wedding
vows to be said Nov. 28
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Gentry of Mayfield announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Julie Caylor Gentry, to
James Channing Routen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Routen of
Mayfield.
Miss Gentry is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bob Roberts and the late
Mr. Roberts, and of Sam Gentry and the late Mrs. Artie Gentry of
Mayfield.
Mr. Routen is the grandson of Mrs. Harry Lou Mason of Mayfield
and the late Bubba Mason, and of Mrs. Wanda Sue Routen and the
late J.W. Routen of Lynnville.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Mayfield High School and will continue her studies as an elementary education major at Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Mayfield High School. He is selfemployed.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 28, at 6
p.m. at University Church of Christ, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
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and guided
Fairgrounds. The cost will be $3 per person (includis haynde
will be used for
tour through the haunted forest. Proceeds from the events
time.
s
Christma
at
Toys for 'tots and Food Baskets

To report local news - 753-1916

Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, College
Career and Adult Bible Studies/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers' meeting/8
p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7A)

Murray Country Club events
include Ladies Annual Awards
Banquet/6 p.m.
11,

Session meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
services/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
events include Prayer service/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9 a.m.;
A.R.K./5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club and Long Range
Planning Committee/5 p.m.;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Family supper/5:30 p.m.;
Sunday School Bible Study/6
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs and
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; prayer and
business meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.

Bridal
Registry

Morton & Todd Gresham
Melissa Parker & Berry Paschall
Carla Williams & Son Henry
Lori Holten & Eddie Allen.
Lee Cooper 61. Paid &ruby
Kim Tucker 6.'Kevin Hill
Dinah Hook 6. Randy COMICS
Aerie McCage & Gary Murdock
DeAnn McCuiston & Mike Anderson
Amy Helm & Michael Wilson
Sherry Morris 6r Ken Stewart
Patti Beyerle & Jon Mark Hall
Melissa Adams & Barry Layton
Tanorni Hawkins & William Adams
Diana Ridley 6. Mark Arnett
Candace Jarrett & Jeff Orr
Jill Moss & Robert Richey
TOliUld

The Place To Discover
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

planned Saturday

2 to 8 p.m.
A celebration of 'Octoberfest* will be Saturday, Oct. 24, from
Members of the
at Knights of Columbus Hall, Squire Hale Road, Murray.
festivities. There
'Octoberfest 1992 invites the public to participate in theadults,
an auction
the
as
well
as
children
the
for
games
food,
of
lots
will be
the Parish
of
ments
improve
to
go
will
proceeds
All
and several raffle items.
center and PSR of St. Leo's Catholid Church.

Wednesday, Oct. 21

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO

Murray Elementary event Oct. 27

'OCtObeffeSta

Lester A. Sprabery, 133 Broadway,
South Fulton, Tenn., Ralton W. Spradling, 100 Fox Meadows, Murray,
Miss Jeannie Kay Erkrnan, Rt. 5,
Box 448, Murray; Mrs Blonde S
Owen, 1838 Farmer Ave., Murray
Mrs. Marilyn M. Chitcutt, Rt 3, Box
189-C, Paris, Tenn., Bradley T Jones,
At. 3, Box 335, Murray,
Mrs Beverly Jane Neal and baby
girl, 660 Pleasure Ridge Rd., Cadiz,
Mrs. Loci* Greenfield, Fit 1, Puryear
Tenn.;
Mrs. Katherine Duncan, Rt 1, Box
482, Dexter; Mrs. Leandra Michelle
Colson and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
547-1, Hardin;
Terry A. Downs, 1917 Coldwater
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Kim K. Cox and
baby boy. At. 3, Box 359, Paris, Tenn
Expiration
Larry T. Rousse, Rt 3, Box 44,
Benton.

Norma Paschall, LaVerne Ryan, Virginia Ellis and Anna Mary
Adams show bazaar items.

Creative Arts plans bazaar
The Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
will have its annual bazaar on
Saturday, Oct. 31.
This will be from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
"ANGELS GaLORY" will be
the main feature.
Many other items including
pillows, Christmas decorations,
wreaths, ceramic pins, collector
ceramic dolls, quilts and wall
hangings, Shaker baskets, Teddy
bears, embroidery and crochet
items, tole painting, stain glass
decorations, baked goods and
more will be available.

The public is invited to attend.
This year's committee for the
bazaar is composed of Norma
Paschall, LaVerne Ryan, Virginia
Ellis, Anna Mary Adams,
Kathryn Watson, Sherry Edwards
and Lou Ann Philpot.
The next regular meeting of
the department will be Monday,
Oct. 26, at 9:30 a.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
"Needlework" will be the program to be presented by Eva
Hopkins, Edith Garrison and
Donna Story. Hostesses will be
Rose Marie Bryan, Mayrell
Clark, Nancy Wright and Kathryn
Watson.

There's room to grow in
this 4 br, 2 ba home on a
sloping wooded lot. It's
quietly and conviently
located near everything
you need for comfortable family living. Let us
show you its custom oak
cabinets and unique
floor plan. Call Koppered Realty at 753-1222 for your
showing today. $83,500. MLS 04399.

11111111111111111117e7-

Kopperud Realt
71 1

lain SI

733-1222

247-8537

C000s..444...:z4t

144

'Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

,1

POPLAR SPRING
BAPTIST CHURCH
Holding
ditional
0 Service
tober 25
Please join us for worship
at either 8:30 a.m. or 11:00 a.m.
LOCATED OFF HWY. 280
EAST OF MURRAY
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PUBLIC NOTICE

Five local students at Murray
State University have pledged
Alpha Gamma Delta, international fraternity for college and university women.
They are as follows:
*Christy Beane, daughter of
Allan and Linda Beane;
•Kristen Hornback, daughter
of Dave and Marilyn Hornback;
*Amy Parker, daughter of Ed
Parker and Ann Parker;

*Tia Rayburn, daughter of
Tony and Kathy Rayburn;
*Julie Waldrop, daughter of
Pete and Joy Waldrop.
The fraternity has installed
more than 148 chapters since its
founding May 30, 1904. at Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.
Leadership and academic
achievement arc encouraged
among all undergraduates, and
area alumni provide guidance and
support to the college chapters.

One of the first women's
fraternities to choose an altruistic
project, Alpha Gamma Delta
today works with Juvenile Diabetes Foundation toward a cure for
the disease that afflicts one in
five persons.
Besides financially supporting
diabvetes researa, members volunteer their time and talents to
educational and service programs.

MURRAY
Is A

YU Mao Proem loam la O. Pftele

As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on bndes-to-he, neW'parents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon, An American Tradition.
Please Call
Ingeborg Kin, 492-8348

Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Roo and Kim Cooper

Cooper is now
assistant coach
at Notre Dame
Ron Cooper, former defensive
coordinator for Murray State University, s now in his first season
as the assistant head coach at
Notre Dame. He is married to the
former Kim Walls of Murray.
In his role of assistant head
coach, Cooper handles a variety
of administrative assignments, in
particular in the absence of Irish
head coach Lou Holtz.
Cooper was a defensive coordinator and linebacker coach at
UNLV in 1990; a former graduate assistant at Minnesota; and
served two years at Murray State
in 1987 and 1988 as defensive
coordinator and secondary coach
under Mike Mahoney.
A graduate of Lee High
School, Huntsville, Ala., he
received his degree in physical
education and biology from Jacksonville State in 1983. While
working on his master's degree in
athletic administration he was a
graduate assistant at Minnesota
and Appalachian State.

AA, Al-Anon
meeting times
are announcedAl-

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Anon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has a loved one
who has a possible problem with
alcohol may attend, but they
should call one of the phone
numbers and they will help them
make plans to attend. This is
helpful to members and newcomers alike. A "closed" meeting is
for alcoholics only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 am. and 4 p.m. closed meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136
or 435-4314.

Medium Eggs
Doz

Charmin

47'

Bath Tissue

ill58c

Singles

Kell

Chili w/

12 Oz. 18 Slices

4 Roll Pks.

9C

WITH ONE FILLED SM

Velvetta
2 Lb. Box

Velveeta

S 87
Ronco

Macaroni7

oz
48(

Cheddar

4 For e
Boneless

Sirloin Steak
Bonus Pack

$1

$199

39
Lb.

IR

Lb.

•

Breast
Bonus Pack

19
Tangerines

4/$1,,

Flane

Sauer

Gil,

2 Lb

New Crop Florida

Usrey baby born
Laura Beth Usrey
Mr. and Mrs. John Bruce
Usrey of Alexandria, Va., are the
parents of a daughter, Laura Beth
Usrey, born Friday, Sept. 25, at
5:58 a.m The baby weighed
seven pounds nine ounces and
measured 19'A inches. The
mother is the former Debbie
Davis. Grandparents are J.D. and
Aims Usrey of Marshall County
and Jean Davis and the late
Robert Davis of Ohio. Paternal
vein-granciparenu are Clay and
Trews Jones of Marshall County
and the lase Had and Opal Usrey.

Nature's Best
Wrapped American

Fresh Crisp

Celery__..... E&

Candy or Caramel Coated

59*

Apples

Ea.

39*
111.1.•• Puma So*
Goat
▪ IME. *rpm
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to provide nearly 2,000 metric
tons of fresh, frozen and dried
food and other supplies to 24
relief kitchens and other sites in
the disaster area.
USS Hunley, USS Ponce, USS
Opportune and USS Sierra also
helped to provide hurricane relief
assistance to communities
affected by Hurricane Andrew.
Armstrong, a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High School,
joined the Navy in July 1987.

NAVY PETTY OFFICER
2ND CLASS DANA R. ARMSTRONG,son of Robert B. Armstrong and Patricia K. Johnson of
Rt. 5, Murray, recently returned
aboard the combat store ship USS
Sylvania, homeported in Norfolk.
Va., from a two-week relief effort
to hurricane stricken South
Florida.
USS Sylvania, with embarked
Helicopter Combat Squadron
Eight, Detachment Three, helped

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Wednesday, Oct. 21

Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

First Christian Church events
Evangelism
include
Committee/12 noon/Pagliai's;
CFF/5:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7
p.m.

Dexter Baptist Church events
include worship/7:S0 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 21
Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
Admission free.
National Scouting Museum
open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/11 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Woodlands Nature Center
and Homeplace-1850 open daily.
Info/1-924-5602.
Thursday, Oct. 22
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.

Price Good
Wed, Oct 21st
Thru
Tues.. Oct 27th

Mature Driving Course/9 a.m.-1
p.m./North Branch of Peoples
Bank. Info/753-5649 or
753-3231.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Goldenrod

2% Milk

98

Del Monte Cut

Paper Towels

8C

SM

Murray Magazine Club/2
p.m./Mayflower Restaurant at
Holiday Inn.

C

Zeta Department of Murray
Club/10:15
Woman's
a.m./parking lot of club house.

1/2 Gal.

Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

Reg. $1.39
Charles

RT SHOPPER CARD

Potato Chips

(Ati ?I(
• CAO•ii

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1385.

8°

House
All
Flavors

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Utra Tide

Laundry Detergents
_ S 99
%
lc
-vuvjv.a

42-46 Oz.
nted, Bleach
Unsce
Reg.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.

Pralris Farms

Pastor/Deacon/Wives Retreat of
Baptist
River
Blood
Association/6 p.m./Memorial
Baptist Church.

Grogan

Sausage

TOPS KY #469/6 p.m. weigh in,
7 p.m. program/Chamber of
Commerce. Info/Pamela,
753-7638.

I HAlVBERRY

S149

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-School/9
a.m.-noon; Pulpit Nominating
Committee/7 p.m.

Lb.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m. and Nominations
Committee/7 p.m.

Family Pack

First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m.

Cube Steaks

(Igloo

We Decorate Cakes
Torpedo
LB

Mil

Hoagie
Rolls

Orr

Homestyle

Dinner
Rolls

Flane

er

Bundt
Cakes

2 Lb.

12r1N
$3911

Angle Food $169
Cakes
SAVE 105
utri• WOW
OM 411
14.1•••••••
••••••••••
4
.1 IONS4

Turkey
Breast

Nutri-Grain•

'I"

lb.

$149
lb.

$199
lb.

1

Dell

$199
Boiled
lb. o
Ham
See Us For Your Party Trays
41

Ss•4 a••••••
MO

.
404
••14
,

,.

tan $100

when you buy two S at. bottle of KRAFT
Dressing (Regulw, KRAFT. Deliciously
Light or KRAFT Fr. Monist Dressing)

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans/7 p.m./American
Legion Building.
"Asphalt Jungle", a 1950
American Classic/7:30
p.m./Curris Center theater, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Murray High School events will
include Academic Team at
Christian County and ACT Practice Session/6-8 p.m./library.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes' events
include Earth, The Planet/I1 a.m.
and 2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature Center open
daily. First segment of Deer
Archery Season opens.
Info/1-924-5602.

MUM. OM .11.6.•••
444 44• LO•4 1.0a
somm.
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American
Cheese

IBM/.s'.se.lbw
44••••••

On ONE Kellogg

rain' Wheat ONLY.

Cole
Slaw

Young N Hearts of Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
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•••••
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19, with a brunch
1942 celebrated its 50-year reunion on Saturday, Sept.
MURRAY HIGH REUNION — Murray High School Class of
were, from left, front
l, and a banquet at Murray Country Club. Present
Elizabeth Parker
at Playhouse in the Park, unveiling of a war dead memoria
Hale,
Vivian
Carl Boggess Smith, Betty Chambers Scott,
Becker, the Rev.
row, Barbara Diuguid Mason, Claire Fenton, Resig, Ea
Crass
Geneva
row,
back
;
s
Sullivan
Sammon
Hale, Lois
Brown, Hilda Fancy Fenton, Rena Dill Soloman, Ruby Mahan
the Rev. Jack
Fenton,
Tom
Crawford, John K. Crawford, Dr. W.J. Pitman,
and Gene
Weaks
Garvin Smith, Dr. Billy I. Ross, Burl Cunningham, Jean
George
on,
Thomps
Charles
r,
Joe Parker, Dr. Ray N. Waggone
Fitch,
Jones
Jones, Dewett L. Brown, Cody Russell, Albert Crider,
Jane
Joan Butterworth Whayne, Paul Buchanan, Eleanore Hire,
Lubie
Pfouts,
Brewer. Not present were Bobby Sue Bagwell Smith,
Treon
Marion
r,
, Annabel! Stamps Potts, Dr. Ralph Tessenee
Mary F. McElrath Cox, Jane Orr Basden, Joe B. Outland
Roberts Jr., Louis
are Nelson Blalock, Curtis Hays, Louise Parks, Eddie
members
d
Decease
d.
Veale Jr. and Ruth Williams Langfor
Starks, Wayne Willard, Frances Wilson and Billy Lynn.

Tammy Elaine Hawkins and
Witham Andrew Adams to marry

Ministry/Evangelism Clinic is scheduled
The second annual Cooperative
Ministry/Evangelism Clinic,
jointly sponsored by General
Association of Baptists and
Office of Evangelism, Kentucky
Bapust Convention, will be Nov.
2 and 3 at First Baptist Church,
1400 South Main St.,

Hopkinsville.
This year's theme, "Perfectly
Joined" (based on 1 Corinthians
1:10), emphasizes the unity of all
believers, no matter their diver,ity of background.
An exceptional group of
speakers/leaders will offer a

ALL

WELRY
FALL JE
and
FASHION ACCESSORIES

25% OFF I
Merl impOrts

program of worship, special music and seminars on church
growth.
Personalities are: Lincoln
Bingham, superintendent of missions, General Association of
Baptists, and pastor; Bill Jaggers,
director, Office of Evangelism,
Kentucky Baptist Convention;
Paul Blizzard, pastor, Fairdale;
Thurmond Coleman, pastor, Jeffersontown; Charles Lyons, pastor, Chicago; Alma Randolph,
singer, Owensboro; and Joe Ratliff, pastor, Houston.
Lunch, reservations necessary,
and fellowship, noon to 1 p.m.,
Monday, will kick off the event.

Hawkins-Adams vows
will be said on Dec. 19

Afternoon sessions will begin at
1:30 p.m. and evening sessions
will begin at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
sessions will begin at 9 a.m. and
will end before noon.
All interested people are
invited to attend. Call Evangelism office, 1-245-4101 for lunch
reservations.
The Evangelism office of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention
works in fellowship with local
congregations to plan and organize revivals and rallies. The goal
of this office is to assist the local
church in its efforts to evangelize
and teach within the surrounding
community.

engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gimple of Dexter announce the
Hawkins,
Elaine
Tammy
,
daughter
their
of
marriage
ing
and approach
Jr. of
Adams
Hafford
to William Andrew Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Murray.
and Mrs.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Herbert Buhler
Mounof
Gimple
Nova Brown of Dexter and of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
tain View, Mo.
Hoyt MillThe groom -elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Adams of
Hafford
Mrs.
and
er of Puryear, Tenn., and of the late Mr.
Murray.
Okla., and
Miss Hawkins attended El Reno High School in El Reno,
She
School.
High
County
y
received her diploma from Callowa
Kids
at
d
employe
presently
is
and
ty
Universi
State
attended Murray
Korner Day Care Center.
School, is a
Mr. Adams, a 1987 graduate of Calloway County High
of Science
Bachelor
a
with
ty
Universi
State
Murray
of
1992 graduate
a Compuas
d
employe
presently
degree in Computer Sciences. He is
n.
Princeto
Service,
tion
Conserva
Soil
the
ter Specialist with
19, at 6
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec.
p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
and friends
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives
.
reception
the
and
wedding
are invited to attend the

Arbor Day Foundation
will give away 10 trees

REG.
pHicEs•

University Plaza — On Chest nut Street

Ten free shade trees will be
given to each person who joins
The National Arbor Day Foundauon during October 1991.

Fora
Monster of a Party,

Come to our Boo Bash
Saturday, Oct. 24 from 10-5

The free trees are part of the
nonprofit Foundation's efforts to
encourage tree planting throughout America.
The 10 shade trees are Red
Oak, Weeping Willow, Sugar
Maple, Green Ash, Thornless
Honeylocust, Pin Oak, River
Birch, Tuliptree, Silver Maple
and Red Maple.
"These trees were selected to
provide shade and beauty, and a
variety of forms, leaf shapes and
spectacular fall colors," John
Rosenow, the Foundation's
executive director, said.
The trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting
between Nov. 1 and Dec. 10 with
enclosed planting instructions.
The six to 12-inch trees are guaranteed to gbrow, or they will be
replaced free of charge.
Members also receive a subscription to the Foundation's
news magazine, Arbor Day,
which includes regular features
about tree planting and care.
To become a member of the
Foundation and to receive the
free trees, send a $10 membership contribution to Shade Trees,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Ave., Nebraska City,
NE 68410, by Oct. 31, 1992.

UDC CHAPTER - Mrs. Jobe Livesay, left, and Mrs. Inez Claxton,
second left, were hostesses at the Livesay home for the September
meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy. Also pictured are Kim McFarlen, chapter president,
and her daughter, Emi McFarlen. The chapter is taking a tour of
Wrather West Kentucky Museum and Pogue Library at Murray
State University today.

Subscribe!
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Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
holds two special events
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its "Model
Meeting" on Thursday, Oct. 1, in
the Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Present were 11 members and
two guests.
A report was given from each
officer as to her duties in the
group. Each committee chairman
explained her responsibilities.
Refreshments were served by
the Executive Board.

On Thursday, Oct. 15, a regular meeting was held again at the
Community Room of the bank
with 18 persons present.
A program on "Fun With
Flowers" was presented by Laurie Rollins and Melanie Lowe.
Each member assisted in making a floral arrangements.
Secret sisters were revealed
and new ones dreawn for the
coming year.
Refreshments were served.

SOUTHWEST FESTIVAL - The annual fall festival at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School, sponsored by Parent-Teacher Organization, will be Saturday, Oct. 24, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
school. Events will include Haunted House, Batman Cave, Troll
Throw, Pumpkin Walk, Cake Walk, Ninja Turtle Race and others.
The cafeteria will be serving a variety of foods and free popcorn
will be provided.

Ratterree reunion held
By DAN WILKINSON
Murray Ledgor & Times Guest Wrilior

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale Parrish
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Paschall and Parrish
vows are solemnized
Ms. Nora Leticia Paschall and Roger Dale Parrish were united in
marriage recently in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of
Bank of Murray.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Miles of Del Rio, Texas. He is the son of Bob and Peggy Parrish of Dexter.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor of Palestine United Methodist
Church, officiated at the double ring ceremony. Recorded music was
coordinated by Gary Evitts.
A large golden arch decorated with a white bow set in center of two
golden hearth shaped candelabra with white bows and flowing ribbons
was at the altar.
The bride wore a two piece tea-length off cream dress, off set with
lace down the collar line. Her princess style jacket was made short for
front appearance and the back flowed in an oval flare with extra
length and gathers. The front and back were accented with buttons and
lace framed the neckline.
Her hair piece was made of several small dried flowers with accents
of pink, rose, blue and white. The back had streamers of pink and
white ribbons draping past the shoulder line.
She carried a bouquet of silk roses, pink and white carnations, baby
breath and greenery, with a necklace of pearls encircled in the
arrangements.
The maid of honor, Kathy Evitts, wore a fushia dress and carried a
bouquet similar to that of the bride.
Andrea Paschall, daughter of the bride, gave her mother in marriage. She wore a pale blue dress and a hair piece similar to that of the
bride.
The groom wore a black tuxedo accented with a rose boutonniere.
Robby Parrish of Nashville, Tenn., brother of the groom, was best
man.
The groom's mother wore an ecru street length dress with a corsage
of mauve flowers. The groom's father had a rose boutonniere.
A reception followed the ceremony with Vicki Geurin as coordinator. Mrs. Bonnie Burkeen, sister of the groom, and Mrs. Jo Ann Burkeen assisted with arrangements.
Refreshments of cake, mints, nuts, punchy and coffee were served
by Debbie Boyle, Pat Keeling and Lone Beecham.
Tyisha Crouse, daughter of the groom, greeted the guests and asked
them to sign the register. Donna Mattson also assisted at the wedding
and reception.
After the reception all friends and family were invited to attend a
dinner at Shoney's Restaurant. Later the bridal couple left for a honeymoon at Nashville, Tenn.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple included a surprise
shower by Lone Beecham at a local restaurant and a shower by Kathy
Evitts at her home.

The family of Mrs. Susan Jane
Ratterree and the late Loyd T.
Ratterree Sr., both fortnerly of
Calloway County, gathered for a
reunion on July 11 at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fielder on
Rose Lake near LeRoy, Mich.
It was a beautiful sunny day
where the time was spent visiting, waterskiing, swimming,
boating, playing volleyball, and
taking pictures.
A potluck dinner was served.
The day ended with a bonfire and
family members singing favorite
songs together.
Family members traveled from
Virginia, Florida, Kentucky, California and Michigan to be
reunited.
Those in attendance were the
following:
Mrs. Susan J. Ratterree, formerly of Rt. 2, Hazel;
Loyd T. Ratterree Jr. and his
wife, Carmen, their daughter,
Marlene, and her two children,
Shannon and Wendy Seay;
Rude,an Ratterree Fielder and
her husband, Robert, their

daughter, Brenda, her husband,
Tom, and three children, Lori,
Scott and Jamie Bruyere; and
their daughter, Donna, her two
children, Jennifer and Tim
McLean:
James C. Ratterree and his
wife, Imogene, their daughter,
Ann; their son, Jon, his wife,
Jeanne, their children, Jesse and
Joy Ratterree; their daughter, Jan,
her daughters, Jenell and Jill
Honeycutt; their son, Joe, his
wife, LuAnn, their daughters,
Alicia and April Ratterree;
Amy Nell Ratterree Wilkinson
and her husband, Charles; their
son, Dan, his wife, Denise, and
their children, Kari and Ryan
Wilkinson;
Brice Ratterree and his wife,
Christine.
Other guests in attendance
were Mark Allen and his children, Jason, Stephanie and Nick;
Skip and Sean Broomfield; Jerome and Jason Koscielniak; and
Jerry Little.
Family members unable to
attend were Tina Ratterree Dunn
and her husband, Any, of Murray,
and Wendell Seay of Huntsville,
Ala.

LADIES GUILD — Fr. Peter Hughes, left, recently installed new
officers of Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church who are,
from left, Sue Oswald, president; Judy Krouse, vice president;
Terry Burke, secretary, and Marcia Westphal, treasurer. Members and guests attended "Cheaper by the Dozen" after the meeting. A memorial service will be Nov. 3 and new members are
welcome.
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Amy Jeanette Canon has been
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Long Blue to
White Bldg.
Hwy. 641
Puryear, TN
901-498-8963

spring semester, said Dr. James
T. Arnett, vice president for
academic affairs and dean of the
faculty.
Canon, an arts-nursing major,
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
A. Beale Canon of Rt. 7, Box
1020, Murray. She is a graduate
of Brown School.
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Canon named for honors
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A student from Murray has been honored at David Lipscomb University for academic achievement.
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SAVE•A•LOT

UK president
optimistic about
state funding

5

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky President
Charles T. Wethington on Tuesday praised recent news that the
state's revenue collections have
improved.
"We're not out of the woods
yet," he said at the UK board of
trustees meeting, adding that the
school is already dealing with the
effects of two prior budget cuts.
Wethington, noting that Gov.
Brereton Jones has delayed for a
month any decision on additional
budget cuts, expressed hope that
they may be avoided.
In a brief meeting, the board
gave first approval to changes in
the university's governing regulations. Complying with recent
state legislation, several of the
changes are intended to avoid
conflict of interest by board
members, and to ensure that the
makeup of the board reflects the
political and racial composition
of the state.
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saves candidate
choking on fish bone
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GREENWICH, Conn. (AP) —
U.S. Senate candidate Brook
Johnson choked on a fish bone at
a campaign luncheon and suffered two cracked ribs when an
executive at the gathering used
the Heimlich maneuver to save
him.
As Johnson gasped for air and
motioned for help, an executive
with the United States Tobacco
Co. came to his rescue Tuesday.
The maneuver moved the bone
enough so that Johnson could
breathe, the Republican said.
A doctor at Greenwich Hospital gave Johnson a painkiller and
extracted the bone.
Johnson sounded slightly
hoarse during a debate later Tuesday with his Democratic opponent, U.S. Sen. Christopher
Dodd.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.
USDA Choice Boneless

Amy Pickard, a senior at Murray State University, was the recipient of a financial contribution from the Murray Civitan Club
awarded Oct. 15. Pictured with Pickard, who is a member of the
Public Relations Student Society of America and will be attending
a national convention soon, is Civitan President Wayne Williams.
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Of course, the beautiful young actors
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consequences for their sexual
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The entertainment industry must
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that 17% of the partners using condoms
certainly share the blame,including
requestedfor an upcoming TV
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support
for protection still caught the virus within
television producers. It is interesting in
teenagers on this important
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program
a year and a half.sTelling ow teens to
this context that all four networks and
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topic.
"reduce their risk" to one in six(17%)is
the cable television entities are wringing
not much better than advocating Russian
their hands about this terrible epidemic
roulette. Both are fatal, eventually. lite
of AIDS.They profess to be very
difference is that with a gun,death is
concerned about those who are infected
quicker. Suppose your son or daughter
with sexually transmitted diseases,and
were joining an 18-month skydiving club
perhaps they are sincere. However,TV
of six members. If you knew that one of
executives and movie moguls have
their parachutes would definitely fail,
contributed mightily to the existence of
would you recommend that they simply
this plague. For decades,they have
buckle the chutes tighter? Certainly not.
depicted teens and young adults
You would say."Please don't jump
climbing in and out ofeach other's beds
Your life is at stake!" How could a
like so many sexual robots. Only the
loving parent do less?
nerds were shown to be chaste,and they
were too stupid or ugly to find partners.
Kids won't listen to the
abstinence message. You're just
wasting your breath to try to
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I want to support a national television broadcast on abstinence and
are incapable of understanding that it
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themselves until marnage. Almost
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A few years ago in Lexington, Ky.,a
youth event was held that featured no
sports contest, no rock groups-just an
ex-convict named Harold Morris talking
about abstinence, among other subjects.
The coliseum seated 18,000 people. but
26,000 teenagers showed up!
Eventually, more than 2,000 Stood
outside the packed auditorium and
listened over a hastily prepared
public address system. Who
says kids won't listen to this
time-honored message?
Even teens who have
been sexually active can
choose to stop. This is often
called "secondary virginity,"
a good concept that conveys
the idea that kids can start
over. One young girl recently
.1f
wrote Ann Landers to say
she wished she had kept Ike
her virginity, signing the
letter, "Sorry I didn't and
wish I could take it back." As
responsible adults we need to tell
her that even though she can't go
back, she can go forward. She can
regain her self-respect and protect her
it's never too late to start
,
health, leteells
saying "no" to premarital sex.

intercourse for a full year,on average.
before starting any kind of
contraception.' That is the success ratio
of the experts who call abstinence
"unrealistic" and "unworkabk"
Even if we spent another $50 billion
to promote condom usage. most
teenagers would still not use them
consistently and properly. The nature
human beings and the passion of the act
simply do not lend themselves to a
disciplined response in young romantics

Why,apart from moral
consider-ations. do you think
teenagers should be taught to
abstain from vex until marriage?
No other approach to the epidemic of
sexually transmitted diseases will work
The so-called "safe-sex" solution is a
disaster in the making. Condoms can fail
at least 15.7 percent of the time annually
in preventing pregnancy." They fail
36.3 percent of the time annually in
preventing pregnancy among young.
unmarried minority women.'In a study
of homosexual men,the British Medical
Journal reported the failure rate due to
slippage and breakage to be 26 percent.
Given these findings. it is obvious why
we have a word for people who rely
on condoms as a means of birth
control. We call them . ..

Remembering that
a woman can
conceive only one or
two days per month.
we can only guess
how high the failure
rate for condoms
•The federal Centers for Disease
DUDA be in preventing
Control estimate that there are now 1
disease, which can be
million cases of HIV infection
transmitted 365 days
nationwide.'
per year! If the
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ices are not used
the
to
coming
• 1 in 100 students
properly,or if they slip
University of Texas health center now
just once, viruses and
carries the deadly virus
bacteria are exchanged
•The rate of heterosexual HIV
the disease ',recess begins. One
and
transmission has increased 44% since
after 500"protected" episodes is
mistake
September 1989.'
all it takes to contract a sexually
•Sexually transmitted diseases
transmitted disease. The damage is done
(STDs)infect 3 million teenagers
in a single moment when rational
annually.'
thought is overridden by passion.
•63% of all SID cases occur among
Those who would depend on so
persons less than 25 years of age.'
insecure a method must use it properly
on every occasion, and even then a high
• l million new cases of pelvic
failure rate is brought about by factors
inflammatory disease occur annually.'
beyond their control. The young victim
gonontiea
of
cases
new
• 1.3 million
who is told by his elders that this little
occur annually': strains of gonorrhea
device is "safe" may not know he
latex
to
resistant
are
have developed that
is risking lifelong pain and even death
penicillin.
for so brief a window of pleasure. What
•Syphilis is at a 40-year high, with
a burden to place on an immature mind
•
134.000 new infections per year.
and body!
•500.000 new cases of herpes occur
Then we must recognize that there
annually': it is estimated that 16.4% of
other differences between pregnancy
are
the U.S. population ages 15-74 is
and disease prevention. HIV
prevention
infected. totaling more than 25 million
the
width o(sperm," and can
is
1/25th
Americans-among certain groups, the
pass easily through even the smallest
infection rate is as high as 60%.
gaps in condoms. Researchers studying
•4 million cases of chlamydia scur
surgical gloves made out oflatex, the
annually": 10-30% of 15- to19-yearsame material in condoms,found
olds are infected.'
"channels of5 microns that penetrated
the entire thickness of the glove."
• There are now 24 million cases of
HIV measures 1 microns.'Given these
human papillorna virus 0-IPV ), with a
findings, what rational, informed person
higher presalensv among teens.'
would trust his or her very life to such
ro date, over 33 different and
armor?
flimsy
diseases
transmitted
dangerous sexually
This surely explains why not one of
are rampant among the young. Add to
800 sexologists at a conference a few
that the problems associated with
years ago raised a hand when asked if
promiscuous behavior infertility.
The
would trust a thin rubber sheath to
they
newborns.
abortioris and infected
protect them during intercourse with a
cost of this epidemic is staggering, both
known HIV-infected persons Who
in human suffenng and in expense to
could blame them? They're not crazy,
society: yet epidemiologists tell us
after all. And yet they're perfectly
we've only seen the beginning.
willing to tell our kids that "safe sex" is
Incredibly. the -safe-sex"gumsend
within reach and that they can sleep
das
condom promoters who got us
with impunity.
around
mess are still determining our policy
There is only one way to protect
regarduig adolescent sexuality. Their
ourselvesfrom the deadly diseases that
ideas havefailed, and it is time to rethink
lie in wait. It is abstinence before
their bankrupt pobcies.
marriage, then marriage and mutual
Nov. long has it been since you've
for life to an uninfected partner.
fidelity
heard anyone tell teenagers why it is to
less is potentially suicidal.
Anything
until
virgins
remain
to
'heir advantage
That position is simply NOT
married? The facts are being withheld
from them, with tragic consequences.
realistic today. It's an unworkable
Unless we come to terms with the
solution: Kids will NOT
sickness that stalks a generation of
implement it.
Amencans. teen promiscuity will
Some will. Some won't. It's still the
continue, and millions of kids ...
answer. But let's talk about an
only
thinking they are protected. . will
le solution" of the first order.
"unworkab
Many
lives.
suffer for the rest of their
Since 1970, the federal govenunent has
will die of AIDS.
spent nearly $3 billion to promote
There is only one safe way to remain
contraception and "safe sex." This year
healthy in the midst of a sexual
alone,450 million of your tax dollars
revolution. It is to abstain from
will go down that drain!'((ompared
intercourse until marriage, and then wed
with less than $8 million for abstinence
and be faithful to an uninfected planner.
programs. which Sen. Teddy Kennedy
It is a concept that was widely endorsed
and company have sought repeatedly to
in society until the 1960s. Since then, a
eliminate altogether.) Isn't it time we ask
"better idea" has corne along . one
what we've gotten for our money? After
that now threatens the entire human
22 years and nearly $3 billion, some 58
family
percent of teenage girls under 18 still did
not use contraception during their first
Ines itable questions are raised
intercourse.22 Furthemorr. teenagers
whenever abstinence is proposed. It's
tend to keep having unprotected
time we gave some clear answers
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Actress Shirley Booth died Friday

Obituaries
Dr. Charles D. Clark

Lilburn C. Linn

CHATHAM, Mass. (AP) —
Actress Shirley Booth, who won
The funeral for Li'burn C. Linn two Emmys as the bossy maid in
Services for Dr. Charles D.
Burial will follow in Murray
was Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the the 1960s TV comedy "Hazel"
Clark will be today at 3 p.m. at Memorial Gardens with arrangechapel
of Collier Funeral Home, and Tony and Oscar awards for
First United Methodist Church. ments by J.H. Churchill Funeral
The Rev. J. Russell Mill- stage and screen versions of
Benton.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords, John Dale and Home.
er and the Rev. Jeff Clayton "Come Back, Little Sheba," died
the Rev. Jim Washer will officiThe family requests that
Fnday.
officiated.
ate. Music will be by Kim and expressions of sympathy take the
Relatives gave her age as 94,
in
Murray
was
City
Burial
Joan
and
Randy Black, singers,
form of donations to the Hospice
said David Hunt of Nickerson
Murray.
Cemetery,
Bowker, organist.
Program at Murray -Calloway
Mr. Linn, 74, Rt. 5, Benton, Funeral Home. Reference books
Active pallbearers will be Dr. County Hospital or to the Hugh
died Sunday at 8:02 p.m. at Lour- give her age as 85. She died FriJohn R. Quertermous, Dr. Craig
L. Houston Memorial Scholarship
day of natural causes at her home
des Hospital, Paducah.
Dowdy, Fred Johnson, David
Fund at Murray State University.
his
include
wife,
Survivors
Johnson, Michael Stalls, Frank
Dr. Clark, 68, long-time MurMrs. Roberta Linn; two daughtEgars and Major Bill Heise.
ray physician, died Sunday at ers, Mrs. Donna Whybark and
Honorary pallbearers will be
home.
10:30 p.m. at his
Mrs. Linda Treas, both of Rt. 5,
Dr. Howard Titsworth, James D.
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lucy
Survivors include his wife,
Clopton, Dr. Conrad Jones, Dr.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Some
C.C. Lowry, G.B. Scott Jr., Dr. Mrs. Mary Ann Johnson Clark; Stranak, Jackson, Tenn., formerly
one daughter, Pamela Clark, of Murray; five grandchildren; Internal Revenue Service agents
Hal Houston, Lubie Veal, John
Murray; two sons, Charles D. three great-grandchildren.
are getting into show biz, but
Parker, James Garrison, Chuck
Jr. and wife, Joan, and Dr.
they're not taking acting lessons.
Clark
Sr.,
Richard
Shuffett, Dan Hutson
Hollis J. Clark and wife, Jeanne,
The agents have enrolled in
Mason, Bud l Stalls Jr., Dr. Franall of Murray; five grandchildren,
Hollywood business courses at
cis Halcomb, Alfred Lindsey, Joe
the University of California to
Cartwright, Dr. Prue Kelly, Taz Christine Clark Thompson and
help them understand TinselHopson, Vernon Shown, Dr. husband, Greg, Hollis J. Clark
Samantha Renee' Linn, 6, of
Jr., Matthew Clark, Charles Lansbyzantine accounting
town's
James Hart Sr., Tiger Barkett and
died
1001 Hickory St., Benton,
den Clark and Devlin M. Clark.
Steve Knopp.
Monday at 4 a.m. at Kosair practices.
They are part of a new enterChildren's Hospital, Louisville.
task force that will
tainment
Benton
at
student
a
She was
agents and auditors,
36
include
Elementary School.
IRS
district
director Michael
said
Marshall
Born Feb. 9, 1986, in
Sledd and husband, John, Benton,
Funeral rites for Hobart Dallas
J. Quinn.
of
daughter
the
was
she
County,
York,
New
Hudson will be Thursday at 2 Kelly Ann Lunn,
One target is Hollywucl's
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Chur- James Dallas Lunn, W. Palm John Stephen Linn and Lisa May
of hiring actors, directors
practice
in
preceded
was
She
chill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jef- Beach, Fla., and Jennifer Farmer, Neamon.
and technicians as "independent
R.
John
grandfather,
her
by
death
greattwo
fords will officiate. Mrs. Oneida Frankfort;
contractors." That means producWhite will bek organist and grandchildren, James Lunn and Linn.
tion companies don't have to
father,
her
include
Survivors
Matthew Lunn; a daughter-insoloist.
withhold income taxes, Social
Burial will follow in Hicks law, Mrs. Margaret Farmer, West John Stephen Linn and his wife,
Security or unemployment.
Palm Beach, Fla.; three sisters, Betsy, of Cadiz; her mother, Mrs.
Cemtery.
And the contractors can liberhalf
Benton;
Neamon,
May
Lisa
Friends may call at the funeral Mrs. Christine Bouland, Paducah,
ally
deduct business expenses.
Linn,
Elizabeth
Casey
sister,
Louisville,
Miller,
Frances
Mrs.
today
p.m.
home after 4
and Mrs. Loueva Ford and hus- Cadiz; half brother, Stephen Elias
(Wednesday).
lit restoften s Since 185
Mr. Hudson, 79, of 524 Whit- band, Buford, Los Angeles, Linn, Hardin; grandparents,
nell Ave., Murray, died Monday Calif.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ade- Robert and Verenda Johnson and
laide Henry, Tampa, Fla.; a Roy and Betty Neamon, Benton,
at 6 a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, brother-in-law Hugh Marshall and Joyce Banister, Cadiz; greatMrs. Luvena Henry Hudson; four Cooper, Paducah; several nieces grandparents, A.B. and Emma
Jean Rhea, Benton, Rozzell Linn,
grandchildren, Mrs. Betty Jo and nephews.
Paducah, and Millard Stroh,
Prices as of 9 AM
Strykersville, N.Y.
The funeral will be Thursday
Chg
'Price
at 11 a.m. at Hardin Baptist
Church. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham and the Rev. Rebecca
Final rites for Mrs. Magaline Cemetery.
will officiate.
Church
Murray,
1,
Rt.
73,
Burton,
Mrs.
Burton are today at 1 p.m. in the
Dow Jones lad. Avg..-......--5.13
will follow in Haltom
Burial
home.
her
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noon
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chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
DJIA Previous Close......,.3186.02
with
arrangeBenton,
Cemetery,
husband,
her
Survivors include
Home. John Dale and Harvey
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of
Home
Funeral
Connie L. Burton; one daughter, ments by Roth
Elder are officiating. Ernie Rob
Paducah.
Mrs. Anita Jean Thomas and hus- 14
Bell South
Bailey is directing singers from
Friends may call from 6 to 9
two
N.C.;
Greensboro,
Ed,
band,
14
•
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Briggs
Christ.
of
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University
p.m. tonight (Wednesday) and
+ 14
Pallbearers are Ronnie Nash, sons, Robert A. Burton and wife, after 9 a.m. Thursday at Hardin
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ton, Clarksville, Tenn.; one sister, Baptist Church.
Garland, Jimmy Emerson and
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was a retired welder of Pigeon grandchildren.
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Manufacturing Company,
The funeral will be Thursday of the nation's worst oil spill, the
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said.
Coast
Guard
Michigan.
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Fil1/s
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The Kenai, under hire to BritHe was the son of the late
beck and Cann Funeral Home,
Time
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passed
within
100
Petroleum,
Alford G. Rousse and Helen M. Benton. The Rev. Mike Littrell
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Schultz Rousse. One daughter, and Elder Ervin Hale will yards of the rock at the mouth of
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Rebecca Rousse, one son, Tom- officiate.
Coast Guard said.
my Rousse, one sister and two
Burial will follow in New Zion
brothers also preceded him in
Cemetery.
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death.
Friends may call at the funeral
Survivors include his wife,
Court Square
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on Cape Cod, Hunt said.
Booth won a Tony and the
New York Drama Critics Award
as Lola Delaney in a 1950 production of "Come Back, Little
Sheba." She won the Academy
Award, the New York Film Critics Award, and the Cannes Festival acting award for the film version of the play.
Booth also won Tonys for
"Goodbye, My Fancy" in 1949
and "The Time of the Cuckoo"
in 1953.

IRS agents learning
Hollywood tactics

She gained wide popularity for
her role in "Hazel," which ran
from 1961 to 1966, first on NBC,
then on CBS.
Booth played a maid who had
an integral role in corporate
lawyer George Baxter's family,
regularly pre-empting his authority because she was always right
and always knew what needed to
be done. Hazel was known for a
funny, high-pitched voice and for
always referring to her toss as
"Mr. B."
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Another oil
spill avoided

HOG MARKET

Jefferson S. (Jake) Strickland
Jr., 67, Riverdale, Ga., died Mork
day at Southern Regional Hospi.2
tal there.
A salesman, he was a Navy
veteran of World War II.
Born Oct. 11, 1925, in Manchester, Ga., he was the son of
the late Jefferson S. Stickland Jr.
and Bertha Payne Strickland.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Willene Strickland; one
daughter, Mrs. Diane Knight,
Ellenwood, Ga.; three sons,
Michael Strickland, Murray, Jeff
Strickland III, Los Angeles,
Calif., and Raymond Strickland,

Norcross, Ga.; two sisters, Mrs.
Gladys Barker and Mrs. Mary
Cornett, and one brother, Stewart
Strickland, all of Social Circle,
Ga.; five grandchildren.
Graveside services are today at
2:30 p.m. at College Park
Memorial Park, College Park, Ga.
The Rev. M.L. Ennes is
officiating.
Howard L. Carmichael and
Sons Funeral Home, East Point,
Ga., is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to the Amencan Cancer Society.

Re-elect

Sally Alexander
IVItirra:s Independent
School Board
vote \member 3rd

LS 1.3 231.25 lbs.
US 1.3 211-31 lb..
US 13 0-60 Ms.
US 1-4 MISTN Ms
Sews
US 1-2 2111-11111lbs.
(31 1-3 301-4110 lb
US 1-3 411111-US lbs.
US 1-3 WS Ilia Or
IS 3-3 3111-SIM Ms.
Mars smslly $3131113511

STOST-MLOS
165*-314
$301*-3930
STILISOMUM
S3t41-31.2111
1331.1111-32.11
1/31-M-32.311
121311.35.11
1120316.34.11

Beige, AM/FM, Tilt Wheel,
Power Locks.

•410 •-•-• 4/7".407.210.
•
•
•

•

121
Parts

753-2617

------------p;

We now serve

Plate Lunches At NIGHT
Choice of I meat and 3 vegetables, roll or cornbread

Sunday - Thursday • 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Sum:Fri. 11.9 pa.
Sat. 3-9 pa.

RESTAURANT

753-1119

Wiggly)
719 S. 12th St. (Across from Piggly

wd WC

dm,

me 1m

me am

'1,900

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

HI WARD
LYONS

all MA ILL liws, Is • iris

•••

gm=

r

Addonal
Information
Available
Upon Request.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.

IMIEEMITE:1013011VEZEEEMCICEL.

Stock Market
Report

Jefferson S.(Jake) Strickland Jr.
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FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
Dr. Donnie L. Haskitt, D.C.

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

FREE.

FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU '114E PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER sERVCES, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION 001 TREATMENT.•

I CALL
$30
VALUE
is awl owe Iwo

for your

FREE appointment NOW!

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116

smi Imo am sow woo awe sow on

am

min

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
gm sm. im
mow

a

• ;t:.—v.f.
"
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Judge dismisses
woman's privacy suit
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
federal judge dismissed a lawsuit
filed by a former Hopkinsville
City Council member who
claimed her privacy rights had
been violated.
U.S. District Judge Edward H.
Johnstone said E. Tresa Croney's
constitutional right to privacy
was not violated by stones about
her December 1990 marriage to
prison inmate Michael White.
Croney is a Hopkinsville dentist who lost her bid for reelection to the council last year.
She blamed publicity about her
marriage for her defeat, charging
that the Kentucky New Era newspaper and V.'43AG-TV in Hopkinsville had exposed her to
"shame and ridicule."
Johnstone, however, ruled earlier this month that "the constitutional right to privacy does not
protect an individual against the
public fact of her marriage,
which is freely available in public records.''
Croney had also accused prison
officials of violating her civil and
constitutional rights by discouraging her marriage to White.
ruled that
• Johnstone, however,
"the constitutional right to marriage does not protect an individual against the limited degree of
interference alleged here."
Croney was seeking 57 million
in damages. She did not return a
reporter's message left seeking
comment.
White was serving a 36-year
sentence at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary in Eddyville for
burglary, drug trafficking, robber. and being 3 persistent felony
offender. He has since been
transferred to another institution.

•

7

11 •

Young mother
charged with
abandonment of baby

r, •
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) PoIK.c charged the I5-year-old
mother of an abandoned newborn, who turned up at a Louisville_ hospital seeking treatmat
for complications from the birth
The girl, whose name was not
released because of her age, was
being held in juvenile hall after
being charged Tuesday with wanton endangerment and abandonment of a minor.
Her newborn baby girl — just
a few hours old with the umbilical cord still attached — was
found abandoned on a doorstep at
a South Louisville housing project early Monday, Louisville
police said.
The infant, wrapped in a towel,
was found accompanied by a now
saying. "Please take care of my
baby. Please don't give my baby
away," police Sgt. Carl Yates
said.
The baby was taken to Kosair
Children's Hospital, where she
was in good condition.
Police said the girl, who does
not live at the housing project,
had lett the baby at its grandmother's doorstep. The woman
who found the baby did not know
it was her daughter's child and
called police.
Police said the baby was born
early Sunday afternoon at the
girl's home. They said the girl
concealed the birth from her family. Her father took her to the
hospital Monday night, police
said.

Keeper killed by
lion-tiger cross
TORCH, Ohio(AP) — A cross
between a lion and a tiger
dragged a keeper into its cage at
a safari park and killed him.
Evereu Cremeans, a 45-yearold employee of Big "R" Safari
Place, had removed a bar that had
held the cage gate in place and
was using it to prod the animal
when he was mauled on Tuesday.
sherifrs Deputy Carl Williams
said.
The animal, a "lager," was
being moved to another cage.
Williams said.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable( ars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St
753 4461

COVVIEI'V' i1.

Prices Good
Oct. 21 ihru
Oct. 27

11F-cooa 1101110iirl

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

We Accept Food Stamps

M-Th 8 a m -1.p m
Fn. & Sot 8 an -8 p m

Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

Z441Clewd 7o.€44

elztee —

sours

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quanhtms

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Owens Best Family Pack

1 Lb

Eckr,co
nick & Reg

Ground
Turkey

l?b

Bologna

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

on
Bac
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Smoked Ham Smokey Links
1 99

Beef

Ground

Eckrich Original, Lite,
Maple or Ham

Cook's Center Slice

I

Lb

79°

$ 1 39

U.S. Choice

Partins 1 Lb

Sausage
1 39

Merit
Saltine

Tomatoes

Crackers

Tip Steak
$239

Chops
$389

Seaboard Farm

1t?

Boneless $1.89 lb

1 Lb

$219
Roast

Tip

Pillsbury

Biscuits
4 Pk

Quarters

Leg

39

carrpbp
Tomato
Juice
oz

89`

2/$1"

99!

Pork

Pkg.

U.S. Choice Boneless

Round Steak

Hunts Whole

US Choice
Ronolecs

99`
Minute Maid Frozen

Flav-O-Rich

Orange Juice
12

1/2% Milk
$189

OZ.

Gal.

'
99

RC, Diet RC,
Diet Rite
+ Dep
$ 1 69

8 Pk. 16 oz.

Sweet

Stivers Plain or Self-Rising

Corn Meal

5 lb

Stokely's Cut or F.S.

Green Beans
Domino 1

LO.

'
79

$ 1 00

140z 3/

Box

Powdered Sugar

'
59

Sweetener

250 pk $299
Stokely's Golden C.S. or W.K. 3/$
1 00
oz.
15
Dixie Crystal

Corn

$ 1 79

Sugar

4/$ 1 00

Hunt's

Veg All Reg. or Lite

I

5 Lb.

Tomato Sauce 8 oz.
9
Mixed Vegetables 16 oz 2/8'
Inland Valley Fatia or
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
2 lb
Curly Fries
12 pk. $299
Mello Yello, Mi. Pibb

$ 1 89

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Ginger Ale, White Grape
Stokely's Mixed

Sweet Peas

14 oz.

Prairie Farms

989

20/0 Milk

gal

Skippy Honey Roasted

Owen's Famous

Owen's Best

Ham
$389

BBQ Pork
$489

BBQ Beef
59

Lb.

Ham Salad
29
Lb

Peanut Butter

18 oz
Popsrtte Reg. or Light Microwave

Popcorn

$2

969

3.5

Cello Wrapped

New Crop
Florida

Carrots

Tomatoes

Oranges

2 Lb. Bag

6 Pk

4 Lb Bag

Lb

Amish

Baby Swiss
$189

Turkey Breast
99

Lb

Michigan

0
69
69
1
$3
Owen's Best
Oven Baked

1160

$ 59

oz.Pduce

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Storemade

$289

3/$ 1 00

eli
Lb

12 pk.

$2

Wisconsin Russet

Potatoes
79
10 Lb

$1

1 99

New Crop
Yellow

White
Seedless

Onions

Grapes

0
29< 99
.

Lb

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
v- 1----•••••••••••••_
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SECTION B
Health officials recommend
receiving early flu shots
Because of an early flu season
last year, health officials are
advising Kentuckians to have flu
shots now through November for
the best chance of being protected during the influenza
season.
Flu shots are available through
most local health departments
and private physicians. Kentuckians should check with their
county health department or call
their doctor to find out when flu
shots are syllable.
Officials with the State Department for Health Services recommend that anyone with chronic
heart or lung disease have a flu
shot. Those with chronic kidney
disease or diabetes should be
immunized, as well as nursing
home residents.
Anyone older than 65, regardless of their health, and physicians, nurses and other health
care professionals who have contact with high -risk patients
should also have a flu shot,
according to Clarkson Palmer,
M.D., manager of the department's communicable diseases
branch.
Although almost anyone who
wants to prevent the flu can get a
shot, health officials recommend
the shots particularly for highrisk groups becuase of the possibility of complications for elderly
and chronically ill people.
"Elderly people and those with
chronic diseases are more liekly
to suffer serious complications
from a bout with the flu while
most other people experience a
three to five-day illness," Palmer
said.
"In fact, these complications,
such as pnemonia, can even be
life-threatening. People in high
risk-groups need a flu shot every
year," he said.
The shots can be given to most
people, except those with a
severe allergy to eggs. Those who
have a short-term illness with
fever should postpone the shot

until they have recovered.
Pregnant women should consult with a doctor before receiving a shot.
People younger than 18 who
have flu-like symptoms should
not take aspirin while sick
because of the risk of Reye Syndrome, Palmer said. Reye Syndrome is a disease that affects the
central nervous system and liver
and is associated with the combination of flu and aspirin use in
children and teen-agers. The syndrome is fatal in 10-40 percent of
the cases.
Parents should contact their
child's doctor for alternative to
aspirin use during flu -like
illnesses.

THERMALINE
Replacement
Windows

ENTER NOW.

and

Vinyl Siding
Why pay high prices from
out of state? You can have
clean,
easy
beautiful,
energy-saving Thermaline
windows at Big Savings right now!

The Holiday Cookbook
will be published
Tuesday, November 17th

Call 759-4433
Free Estimates
Financing Available

7534563

Send your favorite recipes
before November 2 at 5 p.m. to
The Murray Ledger & Times,
do Holiday Cookbook,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Installation
and Service

*Each entrant may submit one recipe per category
Categories Include:
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert
*Each entry should be typed or printed

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive $10

R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON

Mirrray Ledger
& Times

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 6:00 p.m.
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 8 AM TO 7 PM
wimmismisU

•••••••••••••milt

Peter Pan

Bush

•
•
•

Peanut Butter

Great Northern Beans
Now
owimam

15 oz.

Can

For

E
N
•

2 Uter
Bottle

•
•
••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
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Libby

Limit 8
Additional 83'

—
••"( •1110
1"
.
PRIDE
WRIII410 1'

Pride of Illinois

Libby Hot

Corn

Tamales

Chili W/Beans

18 oz.
Jar

TAMALES
%kb

sdiUte

15 oz.
Can

15 oz.
Can

Field
B logna

12 Pk.
12 Oz. Can

Yellow
Onions

1 Lb. Pk.

Fresh Pork

Spare
Ribs
3 Lbs.
or More
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SPORTS
Day-to-day

COMMENTARY

change,
World Series
stays the same

Short-sighted Racers focused on OVC title

Despite

Murray Lodger & Times SIGH Writer

TORONTO — Purists fret,
the networks sweat, and the
owners are driving the game
into debt. But nothing can
ruin the World Series.
It crosses the border. It
moves indoors. It is played
on carpet instead of grass. It
is played at night instead of
day. Its cast of characters no
longer comes from one small
corner of the wider world.
But the World Series does
not change.

JIM LITKE
AP
Sports Cdurtrist
Tuesday night, Juan Guzman, a kid from the Dominican Republic with little more
than one big league season
under his belt started a team
on as way to a "W" by
throwing 90-plus-mph bb's
— just like Dizzy Dean at
Tiger Stadium in 1934. Then
Devon White, who hails
from Jamaica, made the win
possible by running down a
ball in dead center field —
just like Willie Mays in the
Polo Grounds in 1954.
After that mesmerizing
catch in the fourth inning,
the second-base ump blew a
call and a triple play that
should have been was not.
In the ninth, the first-base
ump made the right call —
but late — and a double
play that might not have
been was. Atlanta manager
Bobby Cox, who benefited
from the first call, got run
after groaning about the second, either because his timing or his language was off.
One goat becomes a hero:
the Blue Jays' Kelly Gruber,
after setting a postseason
record for futility (0 for 23)
by bouncing out to the
pitcher in the third, homered
in the eighth to tie the
game.
Another goat remained a
goat: Braves reliever Jeff
Reardon, who gave up the
two-run homer to Ed
Sprague that decided Game 2
in the top of the ninth, gave
up the single to Candy Maldonado to decide Game 3 in
the bottom of the ninth.
At different times, this
game offered a pitchers'
duel, a long-ball contest, a
track meet, controversies
galore and plenty of
bickering and moaning, all of
it topped off by a single,
authoritative crack of the bat.
There was something for
everyone. Everything, in fact,
that a World Series is supposed to be.
"What ... a ... game,"
said Toronto's Dave Winfield, who has been playing
it professionally for 19 seasons now and waited 11
years for this shot at Series
redemption.
"This is what you pick up
all those cuts and scrapes all
season long for, why you
put all those ice packs on
your knees — for the chance
to do it in the postseason.
"This," Winfield said, his
eyes sweeping the club
house, "is the top of the
list.''
The World Series does not
change. It is almost always
the stage of stages simply
because so much rehearsing
goes on before it.
Through the first two
games and the first eight
innings of Game 3, the
Braves had swiped nine
straight bases on Toronto
catcher Pat Borders, according him about as much
respect as Yogi the Bear
shows the part ranger when
a picnic basket is in sight.
S
• TURN TO PAGE 38

quick."
Bowlin admitted that she and Segovia are "very
similiar in lots of ways", particularly with thestressing of discipline and dedication.
"He was very big on that," said Bowlin, who was
an assistant at South Alabama last season. "He also
talked a lot about being proud and the fact that discipline makes the difference."
In a recent article in The Murray State News, the
campus newspaper, many players attributed the success of this year's team to the absence of Segovia.
Former players cited his inability to communicate
with the players, negativity and his goal-directed
program.
Bowlin said she was "disappointed" by the article's negative slant and had only high praise for her
former mentor.
"I think Oscar did a great job here. I'm here
because of him. He helped me get this job... without
him, I wouldn't be here."
However, Bowlin admits a fresh face on the MSU
sidelines has given the Racers a spark.
"It's basically a new look, somebody different.
Anytime you have a new change, it's always exciting
and a fresh look," she said.
An added advantage, Bowlin feels, is the female
"aspect".
"Just by being a female, it's sometimes easier to
see and spot some things that a man may not be able
to," said Bowlin, who is one of seven women volleyball coaches in the OVC. "Sometimes, it may be as
simple as reading the girls' moods. Girls are definitely more emotional."
MSU may be facing it's biggest challenge this
weekend when they travel to Morehead State and

By MICHAEL BANKS

MICHAEL BANKSILedger & Ttmes photo

MSI coach Brenda Bow lin has her Racers, including senior Melisa Webster ;right), on top of the OVC with a perfect 8-0 mark.

One day at a time.
That's the approach a determined Murray State
volleyball squad has taken in rolling up a perfect
record in the Ohio Valley Conference midway
through the season and allowed the Racers to withstand a late-summer coaching change.
"We've been taking it one day at a time and one
game at a time," said new MSU coach Brenda Bowlin, who inherited seven players from last year's
fifth-place team. "I think that's been the key to our
success. We've not been looking too far ahead, but
instead focusing on what we need to do today."
What the Racers have done is post a spotless 8-0
record in the OVC and a 13-5 overall mark. Not bad
marks for a squad which didn't have a head coach
until three days before the opening of preseason
practice.
When Oscar Segovia left MSU in mid-July for the
head coaching job at Texas-Pan American, he took
with him an 82-104 record through five seasons
including an OVC championship in 1989 and a
runners-up spot in 1990. In his last season as the
Racers' head coach, MSU went 12-21 and 7-7 in the
OVC.
It wasn't until just before the opening of preseason
practice that Bowlin, who was an assistant under
Segovia in 1989 and '90, was hired.
"We didn't have a lot of time to prepare," said
Bowlin, who brought with her a new offense featuring more ball motion than what MSU had used in the
past. "It was a very comfortable and easy adjustment
period. In the first couple of weeks we worked on the
basics. They basically had the skills, plus they're
very smart and intelligent, so they picked it up • TURN TO PAGE 3B

WORLD SERIES

Braves' bullpen fails again as Jays squeak by 3-2
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Spans Writer

TORONTO (AP) — The Toronto Blue Jays lost their
reputation for blowing big games. Jeff Reardon found it.
A topsy-turvy World Series took another crazy turn
Tuesday night when baseball's all-time saves leader allowed his second straight game-losing hit to a team known for
prime-time problems.
Reardon hung a two-strike breaking ball and Candy
Maldonado drove a bases-loaded liner in the bottom of the
ninth It sailed over center fielder Otis Nixon's head, and

Racer basketball
fans to get look
at '92-'93 team
at 'Midnight'
MURRAY, Ky. — At 12:01
a.m. on November 1, Racer
basketball fans will be able to
get their first look at the
1992-93 men's basketball team
when MSU holds its first-ever
Midnight Madness.
While the team will not take
the floor until one minute.past
midnight, the doors to Racer
Arena will open at 10:30 p.m.,
with activities beginning at 11
p.m.
A dunk contest open to
MSU students and a media
three-point shooting contest
will highlight the pre-practice
activities.
In addition, a Halloween
costume contest for MSU students will be held and door
prizes will be given away. The
prize for first place in both the
dunk contest and costume contest will be $SO cash.
Admission to the event will
be a S2 or SI and a can of
food. All food collected will
be donated to Necdline of
Murray.

with a solo homer in the eighth.
Reardon hung his as Toronto beat the Atlanta Braves 3-2
— Atlanta set records with its 14th straight successful
for a 2-1 Series lead.
in postseason play and ninth straight in the Series,
steal
"I'm doing the best I can," Reardon said. "It's just not
Brian Hunter got caught stealing in the ninth. It was
then
working out."
one of many basepath blunders by the Braves, including a
The role reversal between Reardon and the Blue Jays
near-triple play.
wasn't the only strange twist on an historic night, when the
— Dave Winfield, picked up in the offseason for his
game
Series
first
the
Canadian flag flew rightside up at
put down a perfect sacrifice bunt in th Toronto
power,
outside the United States:
ninth.
lifetime
13
— Maldonado, 0 for 7 in the Series and 2 for
— It was 36 degrees and rainy when the game began,
against Reardon, came alive for the winning single.
— Kelly Gruber set a postseason record with his 23rd
• TURN TO PAGE 3B
straight hitless at-bat in the third, then tied the game 2-2

Murray, Lakers tune up for postseason with wins
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

STEVE PARKER/Ledger I Timtts photo

Calloway junior Beau Jones tries to beat a defender in the Lakers'
10-0 win Tuesday.

1.1

County shot the entire game and
played 98 percent of the game in
front of the Trigg goal. Thus, it
was open season on the Wildcats.
Senior Eric Johnson scored
four goals and had three assists to
lead the goal parade. Senior Todd
Earwood knocked in three and
Jesse Arant scored two and Beau
Jones added one. Calloway led
6-0 at half and played the junior
varsity most of the game.
At halftime, seven senior Calloway County soccer players
were honored: Kadonna Randolph, Laura Luciano, Stacey
West for the Lady Lakers and
Johnson, Earwood, Adam Furgerson and Erik Rebenius for the
Lakers.
• • • •
Murray High's Tigers continued their pattern of sluggish
first half play Tuesday night at
Heath, but they also continued
their winning pattern in the final
regular season game of the year.
Murray won its sixth game in a
row and moved to 14-5 on the
season with its 3-2 win over the
Pirates, who led 2-0 midway

Calloway County closed out its
regular season with a 10-goal
explosion. Head coach Bill Miller
would rather his team save some
scoring for the upcoming Second
District Soccer Tournament.
The Lakers busted loose for a
10-0 victory over first-year Trigg
County Tuesday night at Laker
Field.
Calloway, now 10-8-2, dominated the Wildcats from the start
to get their ninth shutout of the
season. Four players scored for
the Lakers.
While Senior Night provided
the team with its 10th win, it provided little else.
"Winning this game doesn't
mean much," Miller said afterwards. "I'd rather play an average team or a team more our
caliber. This was not helpful."
Calloway, winners of five of
the last seven games, will face
Marshall County next Tuesday at
Murray's Ty Holland Stadium in
the first round of the district
tournament.
Calloway did not allow a Trigg • TURN TO PAGE 3B

PRO FOOTBALL

Expansion delayed 'di 1995 as labor, management clash
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Wrttot

CHICAGO (AP) — Expansion
is now an official casualty of the
NFL's labor problems.
While reiterating their committment to adding new teams.
the league's owners put off until
at least 1995 expanding from 28
to 30.
"Current labor-management
issues constitute an impediment
to the expansion process and to
the implementation of league
expansion on the original timetable," the owners said in a statement after a day-long meeting.

It was not unexpected.
A month ago in Dallas, commissioner Paul Tagliabue had
strongly hinted that unless some
agreement was reached quickly
on a labor contract, it was unlikely the league would expand in
1994. At that time, he said the
league would not name the new
expansion cities at this meeting,
as had been scheduled.
In fact, while representatives
of the five cities still in the
expansion sweepstakes continued
to lobby in hotel hallways, the
owners weren't even focusing on
expansion. Instead, they were trying to find a formula to end the

five-year labor stalemate that has
postponed most of its Major
business.
The prevailing discussion was
on the new free agency proposal
the league must find to replace
Plan B, which was thrown out in
September by a jury in a case
involving eight players from
1990.
Tagliabue said a dozen different plans were being discussed
with different aspects. He also
suggested that while the NFL
wanted a settlement, it was willing to continue in the courts,
including appeals of two recent
decisions that added an additional

$60 million to the amount owners
owe the players.
"I don't worry about district
court cases," Tagliabue said.
"They get reversed a lot."
However, the court cases come
out, however, the NFL will still
have to get a labor agreement,
one which will be less restrictive
than Plan B, which allowed teams
to protect 37 players.
It might instead grant free
agency to players after a certain
time in the league. Most owners
prefer five or six years, with
some sort of restrictions — something they claim the jury in Minneapolis gave them.

One deadline is probably Nov.
12, when U.S. District Court
judge David Doty, who presided
at the trial, will hear motions
stemming from the verdict.
"We want to have something
that won't alienate the other
side," said Jerry Jones, owner of
the Dallas Cowboys. "Eventually
we have to have something we
can use in negotiations."
As for expansion, the five
finalists are Charlotte, Jacksonville, Memphis and two cities
that used to have teams — St.
Louis and Baltimore, which lost
their franchises to Phoenix and
Indianapolis.
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Actions& Reactions
VOLLEYBALL
Murray State junior setter Denise Donnelly was chosen as the OVC
Player of the Week in volleyball. Donnelly, who is from Mt. Pulaski, Ill.,
recorded 51 assists in a win over Southeast Missouri, 45 in a victory over
Southern Indiana, 23 against Evansville and 31 against Arkansas State.
Donnelly also logged 12 kills, 25 digs and six service aces during the
four-match week, in which she averaged 8.8 assists per game

MURRAY MIDDLE FOOTBALL
Playing the final game of the season, it was appropriate that Murray
Middle School won on the final play of the game. Murray's Marcellous
Foster dove over the goal line from three yards out as time expired Tuesday night to give the Tigers a 20-14 win over Fulton County.
A fumble recovery by Markenn_y Foster set the Tigers up on the 3-yard
lino with two seconds left before Fulton called time out and allowed Murray
Middle to set up the game-winning play. Murray finished the season 6-1.
Marcellous Foster threw a 40-yard TD pass to his brother. Markenny for
the Tigers first score. Marcellous Foster then tied the game at 14-14 in the
fourth quarter with a 25-yard run. Head coach Scott Turner credited the
blocking of fullback Courtney Kent.
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FROM PAGE 2B
Eastern Kentucky and play at
Austin Peay, the OVC's secondplace team, Tuesday.
"It's always tough to play on
the road," said Bowlin, who is a
Maryland native and starred at
Salisbury State. "Now, people
know about us. The first time
around I think we kind of surprised some of teams. Now we
have respeect. From here on out
it's going to be tough."
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FROM PAGE 2B
In practice Monday night,
when no one but his teammates and reporters were
around to see it, Borders
worked mechanically over
one 15-minute span exploding
out of his crouch and throwing down to second base.
Up to that point, he had
already played in some 150
games, but he kept throwing,
throwing, throwing "as much
as I could without making
my arm sore."
In the final inning Tuesday
night, after catching a twostrike pitch to Jeff Blauser,
Borders finally caught Atlanta's Brian Hunter going
down to second.
After tagging Hunter, Toronto short00 Manuel Lee
began pointing toward first
base umpire Dan Morrison,
who recalled correctly that
Blauser had failed to check
his swing on the pitch that
set the whole play in
motion. With a grand gesture, Morrison passed that
information along to home
plate umpire Joe West, who
belatedly thumbed out Blauser for strike three.
That set off Blauser,
which set off Cox, who
threw a helmet in West's
direction and then followed
it onto the field. A few
moments later, Cox himself
was thumbed — just like
Whitey Herzog in the 1985
Series.
"In a same like this, after
a while," Winfield said
finally, "it gets so that you
can't sit still. You start telling yourself, `Go out there
and do something."
Somebody did.
They always do.
That's why the World
Series does not change.
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MSU is shooting to become the
first squad in MSU's brief nineyear volleyball history to post a
better than .500 mark and also
capture the first-place seed in
November's OVC tourney in
Clarksville, Tenn.
"There's a lot more pressure
now. As an assistant the pressure
wasn't there," Bowlin said. "But
the player's attitudes have been
great. They've definitely been
very goal-oriented and very
focused, plus they're a mature
group. Everyone kind of looks
out for each other."
And takes it one day at a time.

Nittany Lions bickering
with two straight losses
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
— Locker room sniping has
started at Penn State, where two
losses have dropped the Nittany
Lions from seventh to 14th in
The Associated Press football
poll.
Coach Joe Paterno says it will
be over by the time the Lions visit West Virginia this weekend.
Two Saturday's ago, No. 1
Miami traveled to Penn State and
beat the Lions 17-14. Last Saturday, Boston College took a 35-10
lead and held on to win 35-32.
"The team seemed flat. People
made mental mistakes. They've
got something on their minds,"
flanker 0.1. McDuffie said. "We
talked about it. We're going to
try to sit down again."
The reasons for the flatness
probably vary, McDuffie said.
"That's what we have to figure out. Its probably an individual thing for a lot of people," he
said.
Paterno makes little of the
locker room discussions or the
differences that may pop up
between his players.
"In a weak moment, somebody
might say 'I wish somebody
would have done this, I wish
somebody would have done
that,'" Paterno said Tuesday.
"It's always going to be easy for

FROM PAGE 2B
but 68 degrees and dry inside the
Sky Dome.
The warmth extended to the
feelings of forgiving fans. They
displayed some playful signs, but
little anger, about the holding of
the Canadian flag upside down
during ceremonies before Sunday
night's second game in Atlanta.
"No hard feelings," said one
message. It hung upside down
from the upper deck.
Jimmy Key gets his first start
of this postseason in Game 4
tonight against Tom Glavine,
who pitched a four-hitter in
Atlanta's 3-1 opening win.
"We're all pulling together
because we want to win this
thing," Toronto manager Cito
Gaston said. "We make some
mistakes, but everybody does."
Like Reardon.
"It's come at a bad time and
it's not easy to live with," he
said.
It was a lot easier back in 1987
when Reardon was Reardon and
the Blue Jays were the Blow
Jays.
Reardon saved the seventh
game of that World Series for

Minnesota, allowing no runs in
four appearances. Toronto didn't
even make it to the AL playoffs
that year, blowing a 3'A -game
lead by losing its last seven.
The Jays did reach the playoffs
in 1985, 1989 and 1991, but lost
every time.
But they won Game 2 of this
Series 5-4 when Ed Sprague
cracked a two-run pinch homer
off Reardon in the top of the
ninth.
On Tuesday night, they set a
record of homering in nine
straight postseason games when
Joe Carter gave them a 1-0 lead
with a solo shot in the fourth. But
they fell behind 2-1 before rallying for runs in the last two
innings.
"We've been known as the
comeback Jays," Gruber said.
"That's an attitude we're pretty
proud of."
Reardon set the saves record
with Boston in June. But he
became inconsistent and the Red
Sox traded him on Aug. 30. The
Braves needed bullpen help, and
he became their closer.
He blew two save chances in
five attempts with Atlanta, but

•Murray,Lakers tune...
FROM PAGE 2B
through the second half.
As he has all season, junior
David Gressler sparked the
Tigers.
Moving to forward from his
midfield position, Gressler scored
two goals and assisted the other
Tiger goal to "bail" Murray out
as Weatherly put it.

Gressler scored on breakaway
to put the Tigers on the board in
the second half. He delivered an
assist to Russ Adkins for the
tying goal on a corner kick. The
game-winner came on a direct
kick in which he sent a bending
shot at the defenseless
goalkeeper.

SHONE%
Hot Food Bar With 2 Meats, 9
Vegetables, Breads, And Our
Very Own Soup, Salad and
Fruit Bar Is Only...

Hwy. 641 North

Jane Ro ers 733-9627
LEXINGTON Ky (AP) — The Kentudiy High
School Soccer Coaches Association's poi ion week ot
Oct 19
Recoil
Team
16-0-0
1 Ovnanaboro Apollo
13.1-1
1 Lou Trinity
15-2-0
3 Co. Cattalo
13-1-1
4 Lou Mee
15-3-2
5 Leo Catholc
13-4-1
6 Len Henry Clay
11.2-3
7 Lou Walden
12-4-2
It Lou Ballard
10-2-3
9 Lei Lafayette
12-3-1
10 Lou Eastern
10-5-2
11 Lex Dunbar
9-5-1
12 Lou St Xavier
14-1-2
13 Madisonnle-14 FIcsniUns
12-4-1
14 Shelby Co
15-2-1
15 Frankin Co
9-6-2
16 Lou Atherton
16-2-1
Greenwood
17 Bowling Onion
11-3-0
16 E lizabethlown
1-7-1
19 Lek Tales Creek
94-0
20 Onus Minh%

KENTUCKY PREP POLL
LOUISVILLE Ky (AP) — The top learns in the
Kentucky Associated Press Ngh school football poll
with lire-place votes, records total points and prim
ous rankings
Cline AAAA
FPV Red TP Pyre
Rank-School
I
(12) 6-0 120
1. Lou Trinity
7-1 107
2
2. Lou St Xavier
3
6-2 S3
3 Lou Balard
7-1 63
4
to Christian Co
6
7-1 60
5. Lou Doss
7-1
MI
II
6. Lou Eastern
7
6-2 42
7. Lou. Bulks
6-2 26
It Boone Co
6-2 25
5
9 Let laryist Sim
7-1
10 South Leonel
19
Others reasoning voles Clark Co., Lou Male, Central Hardin, Lou. Fern Creek, Lou. Holy Cross, Jessamine Co. Sheby Co. Campbell Co
Class AAA
FPV Red TP
Rank-School
(11) 6-0 119
I Cow Cativic
(1) 8-0 99
2 Bell Co
3 FtThom Highlands
7-1 $O
4 Beery
6-0 77
5 Paducah Tlighrnan
5-3 75
6 Bowing Green
7-1 56
7 Ashland Blazer
6-2 55
II Oldham Co
6-0 37

had a 1.15 earned run average, a
3-0 record and boosted his saves
total to 357.
"It's a tough job, but it's my
job and I didn't do it. I didn't do
it the other night, either," he
said.
Atlanta had tied the score with
David Justice's run-scoring single
in the sixth and another by Lonnie Smith in the eighth, both off
Juan Guzman.
After Gniber's slump-stopper
made the score 2-2, Roberto Alomar led off with a ninth-inning
single against Steve Avery. Mark
Wohlers came in to pitch.
"I put Jeff in a bad spot and I
guess it was a little too tough to
come out of," said Avery, who
struck out nine and allowed just
five hits and one walk but took
the loss.

-4
4

PLAYOFFS
Best-ol-7
Amer ican Lein oe
Toronto 4, Oakland 2
National League
Atlanta 4, Pittsburgh 3
WORLD SERIES
Best-e1-7
Saturday, Oct. 17
Atlanta 3 Toronto I
Sunday, Oct. 16
Toronto 5 Atlanta 4
Tuesday, Oct. 20
T0101110 3 Atlanta 2. Toronto leads aeries 2-1
Wednesday, Oct. 21
Atlanta IGlevine 2041) at Toronto (Key 13-13), 726
pm
Thursday, Oct. 22
Atlanta at Toronto, 7.6 pm
Saturday, Oct. 24
Toronto st Atlanta. 7.6 p m , it necessary
Sunday, Oct. 25
Toronto at Atlanta. 7 29 p m rf necessary

Professional Real
1103 Northwood Drive

5Ut
Aesp-

FALL
SAVINGS

20% OFF
ket.
1

All Warm-Ups, Fleece Sportswear
and Nylon Windwear
For Men, Women & Children

V
A%

teifi

Off

Over 100 Selected Styles

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844
OS

753-9257
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POSTSEASON BASEBALL

Hal Nance-Broker
753-7955

Bill Baleatine
753•7581

e
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te(;.

Cies A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Poi
1 Hazard
1
(6) 6-0 110
2 Beecnivood
(3) 6-1 104
2
3 Fluseellnie
7-1 SO
3
4 Bardstown
7-1 77
5
5 Garrard Co
4
(2) 7-1 61
6 Newport Catholic
7
6-2 50
7 Cumberland
(1) 6-2 43
10
8 Heath
9
6-2 39
9 Erlanger Lloyd
6
6-2 32
10 Fleming-Noon
17
7-1
Others recarving votes Murray Washo
Co
Harrodsburg Rai:eland %vele Fuhon Coo

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Ap
r,IVv4

tz

Close AA
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pei
I Darwin'
:12) 6-0 120
1
2 Mayleint
7-1 100
2
1 Rockcashe Co
7-1 13
5
4 Fort Campbel
7-1
76
3
5 Glasgow
6-2 61
6
71 57
6 Anderson Co
4
7 Lawrence Co
7-1
49
7
Adair Co
7-I 23
9 Cotton
4-4 17
10
10 McLean Co
7-1
16
Others flICONIng VOWS Webster Co. Elizabethtown. Bull East. Fleming Co. Russell Co . Presionsburg LaRue Co. Boyle Co . Sheldon Clark

Jane Rogers Insurance

20%.140%

.29

MONEYS®

9 Hopluneville
7-1 26
9
10 Clay Co
7.1
12
10
Others reowving rotes Owensboro. Warren Central. Conner Woodlora Co Manon Co

PREP SOCCER

4
)
1

If You're In A Hurry Get Yours To Go
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
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x and

Like a good neighbor, Slate Farm Is There

Athletic Shoes

All-You-Care-To-Eat

Nov.
Court
:sided
otions
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:thing
other
ner of
itually
ig we

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Offic.e: Bloomington, Illinois

someone to say, 'It's not me. It's
him. Them.'
"But I think they're mature
and decent kids. They'll come
together."
The losses came after the
Lions beat five marginal opponents who have won just seven
games between them. Rutgers has
four of those victories.
"In the Miami game, we were
not able to come up with the big
play. We didn't make a couple of
plays that the Miami kids did,"
Paterno said. "In the BC game, I
don't know why we were not
doing certain things."
He said he hadn't decided on
any personnel changes for the
West Virginia game, except that
quarterback John Sacca has an
aggravating shoulder injury that
limits his ability to throw the
ball.
Original starter Kerry Collins,
who broke a finger before the
season started, played two series
against Boston College but still
must watch for swelling.
"I don't think we had a good
effort by everybody (against Boston College). We just all didn't
have a good day," Paterno
"I'm a little bit annoyed with
myself that maybe there was
something I could have done to
help them."

•Braves' bullpenfails again...

1.29 WILL GET YOU THE BEST
HOT PLATE LUNCH IN TOWN...
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"See me for all your family iniurance needs"
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
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Classified

DEADLINES
:
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
3 p.m.
Friday
Edition
Monday
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
y 3 p.m.
Tuesda
Edition
ay
Thursd
3 p.m.
day
Wednes
Friday Edition

Legal Notice

020

Notice

025
030

,Personals

060
1190
1u0
110

Card of Thanks

In Memory
Lost & Found
F:11'1.01(NlEN I
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

For Sale Or Trade

130
140
150

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood

155
160
165

170
180

210 .
220
260

TV.

REAL

(Effective Jan 2. 1991)

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.

FARMERS MARKE
Farm Equipment
_Livestock & Supplies
.... Poultry & Supplies
Produce
. Feed & Seed

MISCEEIANEOt •-•

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

410
540
560
570
240

Days

Miscellaneous

420
430
440
450
460....

Insurance

120
230
250
290
530

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

1

1"

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease

Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes Per Sale

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520..

Personas

45.00 50.00

40.00 48.00

66.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 80.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

30.00

45.00 80.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

36.00

54.00

72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

2

8.00

18.00

24.00

32.00

3

10.00

20.00

4

13.00

5

18.00

8

20.00 40.00 60.00 60.00 100.00

To Buy

120.00_140.00_160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum lit day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
go into Shopping Guide.)
$1.75 extra far shopper (Tem. Classifiedsbox
atla
32 00 extra for blind

2c0

220

Wont

Minim
For Sale

Musical

Business
Services

Alto Saxophone, PRIVATE Investigator
ANTIQUES by the piece or 8 WEEKS, Black Labs BUNDY
D.B.A. Confidential InvestiNON-Profit health argils*
good condition, $150
9433
753
Call
s
collection
hea2,344 stack electric
ADOPTION Intelligent de- xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
gations, Southsede Shopafter 5pm
ration needs temporary
759-1776
5pm
ters 753-8665
voted oouple TOW anxious x DOLL HOUSE X telephoe operators to work after
ping Center, Suite *102,
TAX DEFERRED
CAFE
to give love and a wonderful X
X from own home in Calloway BUILDING lot wanted pre- INNER spnng mattress and PIANO tuning and repair, Murray, 753-2641
ANNUITY
Exotic Dancers
future to your newborn All
County Evening work a fer water, sewer and gas box springs, full size, like 753-2099
7.25%
legal medical and living X Hwy. 71 [ii Pam Tenn. A required For information Call 753-5945 after 5pm
270
new and no stains Kerosun PIANO tuning, expert serINTEREST
expenses paid Let us help X Mon Sat. 2-12 Midnight X call 443-8603 or apply in
Motile
heakerosene
John
BTU
repair
10.000
and
vice
X person. Thursday, Oct. CASH pad for good, used
901442-429?
X
you 1 800 643 3E14-5
Homes For Sale
$25.
times,
3
753-9600
used
k,
ter,
Gottschal
Guaranteed 5 years
and pisXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
22nd, 2pm , Murray Callo- rifles, shotguns,
5pm
10 WIDE, 2br home,
Sporting Phone 492-8535 after
SEEKING relatives in MurMonthly income
TENOR sax and upright
way County Chamber of tols Benson
$1200 759-1927
12th,
George
S
519
was
Goods,
ray Father
available'
LET us make your clothes, piano 435-4458 after 5pm
JOB Announcement Num- Commerce
Murray
Woodson Ingram grand
alter and repair Uniforms
ber 92-86(5) Date
12x65, 3br, 3500 obo
100% reinsured'
parents Vince Ingram and 9129/92 Position: Park PARK RANGERS Game USED and antique furni- and sportswear, rentals,
436-2749
210
mainteUzzie Grundy Ingram Will Desk Clerk (Part-time), two wardens, security,
100% investment
quilts gowns arid tuxedos. Ruth's
nance etc No exp neces- ture, glass, tools,
All Brands
12x70, 2br, 1 bath, must be
be in Murray Oct 28 Nov
See and Sew, Country
grade assets'
positions Location Kenliscellensaa
6290
901-642,
474-2262
moved, $3800 753-5889
1 Willard J Ingram, 12 lake State Resort Park, sary For information call
1608 N. 121, MurSquare,
Substannal penalty
Phyllis Place Milltown, N.I Hardin. KY Grade and Sal- 219-769-6649, ext. 7159,
.
753-6981
ray.
1975, 12x70, NICE 2br,
for early withdrawal
8am-8pm. 7 days
08 8 5 0 2 1 39
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS bath, with many extras re
ary Grade 5, Salary
753-1713
compuIlsi
SH
MACINTO
908-821-1225 (leave $5 247 per hour Minimum
now offers U.S. and foreign cently redecorated must
McConnell
WANTED' 100 people to
ter, 3 meg ram, 40 meg
message)
at Hobee's Coin and sell 753-1410
coins
Requirements High school lose weight now. 100% nahard drive, 13' color moniInsurance
AURORA Pizza Magic Gegraduate Additional exper- tural, no willpower re- ASHLEY wood furnace, tor, Apple extended key- Card Shop, 102 North 5th
num
hand tossed pizza
Murray Our 1979 MOBILE home, 3br,
ience in front desk opera- quired 100% guaranteed
Murray, KY
100,000 BTU, 3 years old, board. Excellent condition, Street, in
fresh salads sandweches
sets, paper 171 baths, 14x70 washer
proof
tion of an accommodations Call 502-554-8730.
excellent condition. Wood virtually new. Best price. coins,
gyros Open all yew at
753-4199
currency and coin supplies and dryer, window air confacility will substitute for the
hydraulic
Tractor,
splitter
901-642-5428
5pm Closed Mon and
education on a year-for-. WANTED barmads wait- operated 753-3705.
are available at Decades ditioner, nice front and rear
Toes
474 8 119
PARKER Ford Lincoln Mer- Ago (in Hazel) and at the decks All for $6500 Seen
year basis Apply by sub- resses, dancers, $500 plus
1 800-649 3804
mitting a state application weekly Doll House Cafe, ASHLEY wood burning cury has new heavy duty oil Mercantile (in Aurora) by appointment only
get°
iwhich can be obtained at Pans, TN 642-4297, 4-12 stove, excellent condition, barrels for sale. $6 each. Stamps and stamp sup- 545-3345
$160. Also storm doors and Call 753-5273
the local Department of
plies we featured along 1984 FLEETWOOD,
Cord of Mania
windows 492-8790.
our coins and coin 14x60, large garage, large
Employment Services or
with
Winds can not
RATS OR MICE? Buy ENnt
governme
state
at the Book Rack lot, recently remodeled
other
any
supplies
express OW heartBOGARD trucking and ex- FORCER Products GUARShopping Cen- Must sell, make an offer'
office) to Kentucky Depart
Inc We haul top ANTEED! To kill rats and (Dixieland
cavating,
felt thanks to all
ter in Murray) We appraise 753-5155
meant of Personnel, Room CERTIFIED nursing assis- soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
r.:01.1tVeaZt:Assor .rod
Murray
at:
and
Available
vs
mice
the netraftbo
estates and are active buy384, Capitol Annex, Frank- tant,nurse aid, would eke to rock, rip rap 759-1828
True Value Home and Auto
that
friends
ANCE
fort, KY 40601, Attention
ALLI
ers of coins and stamps_ CUMMINGS Meter Poles
sick,
or
elderly
Sit with the
' AC TOP Ma/IR MANG ,5.61 F
brought food. sent
e Hardware, North Side Call 502-753-4161
Specializing in mobile
telephon
TE
Job Announcement No
COMPLE
IJIM/41011. •
by hour, day or weekend,
Shopping Center, Murray,
2
phones
home electric services 200
eight
flowers and of
with
92-86(5). Job announcesystem
Happy
and in case of emergency.
KY
amp $375 100 amp $325
consoCuso
ment number should also
decks, secretary, chairs, 3
ler ed
Birthday!
after 200
527-1510
Call
435-4027
typewriters, all priced for SMALL lot of rare naturally
be placed in the upper right.
words of ter the Loss
•••
Laura Elizabeth
di...••••••
hand corner of the applica- HOUSECLEANING, 5 quick sale 759-1880. weathered oak boards.
wife
beloved
our
of
vs.w
Essie Bub
tion in the 'Special An- years experience, refer- 8:30ani-4:30pm.
some 75 years old. 1 inch
lt. mother. &Avesta
Blalock Farley
nouncement No blank. ences available 753-1477
gy thick, 4, 6, and 8ft lengths
Technolo
. Thomason.
ER
COMPUT
Official documents verify- after 3 00pm.
753-6567
Parker
Plus offers Computer
ing education must be sub
Special thanks to
jlEltInttltafilral
inprivate
wanted,
Jobs
SEWING
courses, business
SOLO Flex for sale, $550 or
mated with the current apthe nurses of the
formal wear instruction, including CAD best offer Call 753-8477
cluding
plication e original colCCU at InCCIK. the
753-1061
programs 759-9158
ask for Bob
AD
lege transcripts, original
YOUR
Blalock
of
staff
ng
Ugly Duckli
reaquarhouses,
the
by
high school diploma, or orclean
beef
fed
CORN
WILL
TIMOTHY 'horse hay
Coleman Funeral
COULD BE
iginal GED certificate) Or- sonable rates 437-4064
ter, half or whole Esti- 435-4201 after 6pm
Rent-A-Car
the
and
Horne
FOR SALE BY OWNER
iginal documents will be
240-300 lbs /side
HERE
houses in mated
hanging
Pallbearers.
Lowest rates In
returned in a self- WILL clean
hanging weight at $1 2511b WASHER, dryer,
home in town, master BR suite plus 2
new
Nearly
area 492-8887
for garage
CALL
town
addressed envelope is in- Hazel
Hauling and custom pro- gas furnace
w/large closets, central gas heat, cathedral
BR
Thanks aLso to
cluded Deadhne for apply- WILL stay with sick, elderly cessing at inspected facili- 753-4684
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TRANSPORTATION

Sales
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365

All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$1 75 per column Inch mitre for Tuesday.
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Rental
280 ........Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

tint!

Pets & Supplies

380
190
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390
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Classified Ad Rates
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MURRAY LEDGER & 'TIMES

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1992

CLASSIFIEDS
1 111111 waft
Per $aki
Hoses

1

LARGE selection of used
homes! Priced to will Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc ,
Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891.
ONE of the Southeast's
Largest and °West Dealerships of quality built, energy
efficient homes Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy
79 E , Paris, Tn
1-800-642-4891
280
Motile
Homes For liset
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
etectric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209

MOBILE Home Village,
available now. $75/mo.,
dudes water. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
300
Business
Rentals
4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air
753-4509
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612.

meats
For Rent

ACT:'

1, 2, 3 or 48R furnished DUPLEX, 1909 B. West- HAVE an obedient, safe
apartments, nice, near uni- wood, 2br, lease, no pets, dog for show or home
versity 753-6111 daytime,
Classes or private lessons
$300 plus deposit
753-0606 nights_
Serving Murray for over
762-6343 or 1-527-7382
12yrs 436-2858
1F3R apt., partially furnHAZEL Apartments, Hazel
ished Whig., some utilities
KY, is now renting. You PIGMY Python and &coos
pad. 753-8634.
must be 62, handicapped, scoria, lipprOxitnalitly 1
1 OR 2br apts near down- or disabled New 1 and 2br year Need to sell
unite 502-527-8574 for 489-2644
kown Murray. 753-4109,
more information Equal
1 ROOM efficiency apart- Housing Opportunity
410
ment, very near MSU,
Pule
available now Coleman NEW 2tx duplex, carport,
Mee
appliances, gas heat, deck.
RE, 753-9898.
$400/mo. 753-7457
2BR 2 bath duplex with
carport, appliances furn- NEW 2br duplex, all appliances, utility room, cenished on 1303 A. Valley
wood Drive $350/mo tral gas heaVae, $425/mo.
753-9302 leave message
759-4406.
a- NEW large 2br, utility room,
2BR apt., slov
e r gas water heater/heat, low
to r
EtE-t"-E°n RE, •
$3
appkances, depo
7
sit, $390/mo Call after
2BR duplex, carport, out- 5pm, 753-8828
side storage, appl. furn- PARTIALLY furnished,
ished, economical heat nicely kept efficiency apt.
pump system, no pets, de- with large living area,
posit required. $400/mo kitchen and bath. $190 per
753-3778 or 753-7947.
month plus deposit. No
28R duplex with carport, pets. Cal 762-4483 during
w/d hook-up, $325/mo day or 753-7210 at night.
498-8977
TAKING applications for
CONDO style apartrnents section 8 rent subsidized
apartmenta. 1, 2 & 3 bedLike new. University view
Quiet area. Appliances, rooms. Apply Hilkiale Apts.
central gas heat and air, Hardin, Ky. or call
garage. $425/mo. 502-437-4113 EHO.
753-8096 or 753-2633.
UNIQUE 2br duplex, woodburning fireplace, large
deck, garage and many extras. $450/mo. After 5pm,
753-3742.

191$1
Friday •" October 110 "ses A.M.
Construdion and Fenn Equipment. Trude. Conmerciai Building.
Seeing Equexneni

Wien Oily. Tanneesse
Al Auctions held in Union City re Commerdel Building and property
Coded al 1407 West Reeked Avenue, Union Oh, Tenbeeeee.
Jerry Gunge% founder aral owner al Gurken Finishing Corp. in Union
City, has oximissioned Makander Auctions Reel EOM.Sales to
sell the loNowng terns.
2111.15Ame Funk Prate Welerkeed Hunan., Level
Productive Ferwillend, Sale Al Absolute Awake. 110 P.M.,
flakeday, October II. Med
10 mi. South cd Union City. 6 mi. Saudis... ci Rives. mai side
Crocked &Mons end north side or the Obion 'dyer. Former Jackson
Hunting Club. Boundaries Include: Weal - Crocked Bottom (Gooch
WMA SOO Acres); East - Cant Acres Private Hunting; North Wiesner* Hunting Laid; Was ol Dory Crocked Hurling CAP and
Billy Timer Hunting Club. Across Odor Rive:born 14,000 acres Corp
ol Engineers land;2 -3 mL East of Gooch MIA Unit A 1.21:0 saes.
190.6 acres Cropland, Worerly Sit loom suitable kx own,sopmens.
bid paint easel. Lmge fields, high dale al production elk
adequate draftee, levees end ditches tor swear control. private rood
sang old railroad bed anal Mier bevel,
24124 meal covered boa Mod with foaling wakirmy.
TERMS:$60,000 earnest money depose. Cash,Cashiers Check at
intevocable Leder al Credi made to
Cerlifted Bar* Chedt
Armando Auctions 5 Real Estate Sales Escrow Acoomt. Mince
30%
due 30 dors upon delivery ol deed OR Owner Terns Availebts,
Down. 15 yews. 2% am Prem.
Pre-Aucelon Farm inspedien Deny By Appointment
Repreeentslive On Fame, Sunday, October 26,
12:00 N SAO Not.
24119 floating blinds on porecons MO 7 mations and boat house
'031/o20 steel pi
'House Camel Back Pump it, portable Detroit Proof Unit
'9,000 Finit.s arid Carry-Ute Goose arid Duok Demme (over 1/2
rover teed)
MOD Friday, °caber SO, 1902 "" 12610 mm
Commercial Building Or &341 Acme Offered In 5 Toads
Cornmercial Building. 15.000 Sq. FL Offered Sactssale - To Be
Removed
Building Alec Oland Combined Will Land
5341 Ames Offered In 5 Trace,
Tracts Oared Subject To Approve/ Of
Union Cay Planning Commission
Ofilered Upscale And As A Whole
C,ornmercial buidirq at 1407 W. Reseed Alto lestures lobby and
showroom. I divide °Moss, Normand °Mice. 2 maroons, pens/
supply room.03.4' Mr work building PO 2 12 12 and I 217 a 14*
overhead doors. Building hes trio ease;work areas:20 25'WO *2.
MO 3overhead doors and entry 1110
17 overhead entry door;57
Won building. Upstairs storage room approximees stre Mr it Mr.
Showroorhodice area MS brick veneer Mow cornmerclei gime
windows and doors. aerrsinder b mew construction with metal.
covered roof. MOM!parking In bort. moo dare around bidding for
access to overhead doors. Electric aartral ttaalial unit.

28R, 1 bath, shower in
basement, new refrigerator, new in the wall a/c.
Large fenced back yard,
children welcome Pets?
Walking distance to MSU.
$550/mo. plus deposit,
lease, references Available Nov 1. 753-1116
2BR, w/d hook-up, near
downtown, no pets, references and deposit required. 753-8463.
38R, 2 bath, newly decorated, $400/mo. 701 Broad
St. 753-8767.
3BR house, 1604 Main St,
central gas heat, a/c,
$450/mo, on campus.
753-6111 days, 753-0606
nights.

OM Rae Osesied Orsolooe
he INA Ihrulalloo Osolsob

1300 121 By-Pass • Murray Ky • 751-5315

TROMSONONIM07.-1992 Buick Regal
List $19,925 • Close-Out Price 815,999
1992 Buick Skylark
List $16,218 • Close-Out Price $13,396

1992 Pontiac Lemans
8,992
List $10,855 • Close-Out Price
d
c
Firebir
Pontia
1992
List $15,243 Close-Out Price $13,294
1992 Cadillac Seville
$33,995
List $40,579 close-out Price
1992 Olds Delta

Close-Out pric.$16,983

'92 PROGRAM-CARS
1992 Olds Clera

'13,500

Blueu, List $16,250

1992 Olds Clera

'13,500

Wht/Gry., List $16,250

1992 Olds Delta

'16,900

WhVBIu, List $20,457

1992 Olds Delta

58R, 2 bath house, 302 N.
8th. 3br, 1639 Miller.
492-8225.

16,900

1992 Olds Ninety Eight

'20,900

1992 Olds Silhouette Van

*16,900

Wht/Red, List $21,005

LARGE 4br house, gas
heat, new carpet, paint and
wallpaper, 603 Sycamore,
$450/mo 753-8767.

S)
FIENT!
required,
$600/rno 753-6609

Sells Masa
Heavy Equipment
1964 Itabeico K006C tradttoe, 313' bucket. &IN LP00117. 3213 hrs.;
ion Komatsu D4511 Dinar. Md DOP040-213,SIN 110210,4617 hrs.;
John Deere kild 756 Gorier Loader 8/N =315T. 44n-1 Multipurpose bucket, EROPS. 509 hre..; Tod King AM 1100 Steel Implement
Loaf* eihydraulic dove tail and winch; Massey Ferguson kid 2500
Fmk Lel
Conaructlen Emilpritere"OWN Friday
SideWinder Concrete punp kid ED46VSSOA, Engine IF -419127463415. SIN 3.811 1.1150, Lentz Ansi mortar 150.9 hrs.; Ditch 11/Mil
Md 2310tram -trandtar, bore blade,rear decipher Inkier. kid 84A.
Greenlee Vacuum and blixam. itsh ape; Greenlee Cobb Puller and
obactric PVC limat. 1,2' through r, Greenlee Saw Tugger Md
034111.
Sells Pad- Perla Using
Rom lapidaaml
New Holland MO L56 DMus Old Loader, 179 hrs.; SIN 772462.6
Oudot. fonts, SW sviespeter. Gannon 4-P-1 bucket; 2 1961 John
Deere Md 41140 Tre010111, sealed and quad rine* cob and duals,
Woods Md 214 Basing Weer, 14'; reerneesnai Hervester kid 400
Dec.21';2111dlarel Serbs 97$ din pens, MSS and NMI; 1967 We.%
Gamma* Tad.. par bed. double hoist. double tandem mile, 3
cotton Palm
Speatel Conelpinere
Huber mew road grader, Germod Crane Me 1120-A. Sr 1792.
Detroit 3-71 Engine on Federal Trudt classic 1911 11-1 ted 141111
Index, dew Nene
Tracks"IMO
Swine lawkaasay equipmernelle Raley
SO Owns "' Sell OseeNdre
OMAN Norse Carriages, Cow
Pieripleme Junin Cr
NAOS led."'Sod
lai fliaamobay
atilmr
Teedlor
Ogee
•
Oars - Own
Pamirs ANNA( MOGm, engem OISSVf duty. AlIfIf bog.power and
Reinforced Diatom
1100•1/ POW MOND COrksiecnonerradle; Moon
Maw
TERMS. Casit, Cashier's Chedt. Candied Check. erovociebie Bank
Auction
Least cd Omit tar all twelve 75 pareenalq Mown by the
Carriteny. THIS IS A MUSTS NO EACIEPTIONIN

104 N. 10th St
Thurs., Fri. 11 Sal
Morning
Oct 22, 23,24
7 a.nt to?
Very nice winter clothing
(d 50s to $5.00), house.
hold Mims and paint great
assortment of odds & ends,
prehistoric arbfacts, somethin; for everyone

Wht/Gry, List $26,074

TRACT 1: 0.577 ac 279.30' frontage on Reelfoot Avenue
TRACT 2: 1.728 sc 216.90 frontage on Rambo! Avenue, MO

REAL ESTATE TERMS/OWNER TERMS: 28% down clay a sake •
Cash. Caehleirs Cited'at Candied Bark Check wett Irrencdole Bank
Leder al Credit maks to Ns/under Auctions S Reel Estate Salm
Escrow Armour& Mance due within 30 days upon deivery of deed
OR Carrier Financing we 30% Mai dorm payment. Omar wit hold
lit Mangsge. thence beano,tor 15 years sett mond*/ pennants.
Merest ram 2% over prim.

Fall
Yard Sale

Tan/Tan, List $20,757

BEAUTIFUL 31x home in
Panorama Shores. Excellent country location. Many
extras. 615-358-3820 after
4pm.

is,

V

RENTED

1992 Olds Bravada AWD

'20,900

Wht/Blu, List $25,160

1992 Olds Bravada AWD

'20,900

Red/Red, List $25,160

1992 Po •

r,:nd Prix

SOt-w
Red/Red, List $1

Far RIM
Or Lame
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753-2905 for more
information

For Sale
Or Lease
3BR, 2 bath condominium
753-3293 after 6pm.
370

Livestock
& Supplies
HORSES Bay 'A Arab
gelding, ten years, 14.1
HH, $650. Fog lease. registered OH, bey mare, 151
HH, 6 years, has been
shown Equipment also for
sale. 753-1901 after
3:30pm.
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823.
753-6763
350

Pets
11 Supplies
AKC Chow puppies, shots
and wormed 488-2043
AKC Miniature Sdetauzer
pups, 6 wits old, reedy to
go, pick yours out now.
759-4476
FREE puppies, lab mix, 7
weeks old 436-5373

'14,900

1992 Pont. Grand Prix
WhVGry, List $17,526

'14,900

1992 Pont. Grand Am
Aqu/Gry, List $14,771

'12,900

1992 Pont. Grand Am
Red/Red, List $14,771

3fin

Street
Murray
Thurs. & Fri.

'12,900

1992 Pont. Bonneville SE
Red/Red, List $21,008

'16,900

1992 Pont. Bonneville SE
Blu/Blu, List $21,153

'16,900

1992 Pont. Sunbird
'9,900
Red/Red, List $12,505
1992 -o Regal
i
'14,900
Blu/Gry, List $18,'.
1992 Buick Century
93,500
Red/Red, List $17,125
1992 Cadillac DeVille
WhVRed, List $33,268

*23,900

1992 Cadillac DeVille
Wht/Blu, List $33,266

'24,900

1992 Cadillac DeVille
Lt.B1/f31u, List $33,268

'24,900

1992 Cadillac DeVille
Mm/Red, List $33,268

'24,900

1992 Cadillac DeVille
Red/Red, List $33268

'24,900

BOB Haley Real Estate
Sales, Appraisals, Property
Mgt. RE/MAX 753-SOLD
JUST Reduced! This large
commercial building has
been reworked, rewired
and rerooted Vacant and
ready for your business
605 Maple St $48,500
MLS 04392 Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

1990 CHEVY Astro Van
loaded, 44xxx miles, navy
and silver 437-4902

'24,900

1992 Cadillac DeVille
WhVRed, List $33,268

'22,900

1992 Cadillac Devine
WhvB1u, List $33,268

'22 900

JUST ARRIVED
Buick Roadm,,,trBuick flori,
B1110.
GM(
Cadillac Hi

AA TREE tnmming and
yard mowing 436-2102
ask for Paul

FULL size 198.3 Chevy
Conversion van, a/c,
cruise, arnitm cassette, excellent condition, $5500
753-9371 after 5pm or
weekends

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches
roofing, concrete drive
ways, painting. mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

500

AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

Wed

Trucks

1950 FORD Fl stakebed
All original Flathead V-8
recently rebuilt Sound
body. Runs great
LYNN Grove Area, 3br, 3 436-5383 after 5pm.
bath on 2 acres, gas heat, 1979 CHEVROLET Silverfireplace, walk in closets, 2 ado, swb, fully loaded
car garage, 6 miles on 94 753-6063 after 5pm
West on the right, JonesSparkman Rd. 5th house 1989 DODGE Ram Charon the left 435-4250, ger, 2wd, 42,xxx, great to
haul kids! 489-2543
753-5490.

ANY remodeling, building,
painting, roofing. References. 759-1110.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 made
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

NICE 3br, 2 bath w/carport,
510
screened deck, above
ground pool, storage buildCasper,
ings, nice dog kennel, on
KOPPERUD REALTY of- large lot in stella area, 1989 WINNEBAGO Warfers a complete range of $46,500. 489-2964 nor, 27', generator, a/c,
microwage. color TV, awnReal Estate services with a evenings.
ing, custom interior Excelwide selection of quality
OWNER FINANCED. Zero lent condition, 48xxx miles
homes, all prices
down, $300/mo. 2br on $28,000 firm 436-2261
753-1222.
lake, nice, like new w/2
3.5 cornered lots, large deck
LOT
LAKE
530
ACRES-37,900. Nicely 753-8767.
Services
wooded w/access to spar- WOOD sided house, 3br,
Mated
kling Barkley'-Lake. Abuts unfinished basement, 1800
state lands. Idtial homesite sq.ft on 5 acres. 753-2171. A-I TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
w/protective covenants
,tree rernoval,fight
trimming
County rd frontage w/utils
.1130
hauling. Free estimates.
Financing Call now
Tim Lamb, 436-2520.
800-858-1323. Woodland
Acres 8 30a-8.30p
Al TREE Service. Stump
MARINA/RESORT. NEW bug shields for pick- removal and spraying. Free
foreign and
Located near Murray, Ky. ups and vans,
estimates. 753-0906 after
smoke
on Kentucky Lake, this fully domestic, clear and
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
bed
Pick-up
$19.50/ea
operating resort features 7
Auto
Key
$34.50/ea.
cottages, owner/caretaker mats,
Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.
home, 32 slip boat dock
and 6 2 acres of prime
490
lakefront. Contact KopUsed
Realty,
perud
Cant
502-753-1222.
PROPERTY for sale, small
or large acreage 489-2161
after 6pm
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley, Jean Bird BelAir Center. 502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780
ssn
Lots
For Ws

1946 CHEVY to be restored, $600 759-1927
1969 VOLVO, 753-7928 or
753-1453
1970 BUICK LeSabre, runs
good, needs transmission,
$200. 759-4617 or
753-7811 ask for David
1978 MGB, red, new black
convertible top, good body
and interior, needs mechanical work, $900
759-1776 after 5pm.

QUAIL Run Subdivision
New subdivision located
just two miles south of Mur- 1983 CHEVROLET Caray. Has sewer, water, price Classic, good condicable and underground tion. 474-2355.
electricity. Prices range
from $9,900 to $16,000. CAR Stereo Installation
Call Kopperud Realty, 753-0113. Sunset Boule753-1222, for plat and re- vard Music, Murray's Alstrictions Hwy 641 South pine Car Audio Specialist,
to Toni Taylor Road, 600 Dixieland Center, 1 block
feet to subdivision on left from MSU dorms
WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights. City water, natural gas, cablevision, 3 3/10 miles on 04
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest financing available.
753-5841 or 753-1566

1983 FORD Escort, auto,
ps/pb, air, cassette, good
condition. $1250.
489-2609.
1983 OLDS Cutlass Supreme, new tires and
brakes, nice car. 753-5194.
1984 LINCOLN Mark VII.
Good condition, new Ores,
high mileage, $2900 obo.
436-2755.

450
Farms
For Side
ATTENTION Hunters: 101
acres, 9 miles west of
Hazel, lots of deer and
turkey, S32,000. 759-1701.
.160
Hams
For Sal.
2 STORY home on wooded
lot, 4br, 2 bath, custom oak
cabinets, greenhouse, window and unique floor plan,
$83,500. MLS *4399 Call
Kopperud Realty for your
showing. 753-1222
CONDOMINIUM. Located
in retirement capital, Murray, KY This maintenance
free, 1300 sq.ft. condo has
3 bedrooms, 2 baths and
spacious garage Pnoed Ii
the low $70's Call
502-753-1222. Kopperud
Realty
FREE 2 story house in
Hazel, KY. Must be torn
down Call 901-247-3957
leave message
FRESH on the market. nice
3br. 2 bath home wcentral
gas heat and central air. Ig
detached garage w/
workshop and fenced yard.
MLS e4537 $51,000 Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
SE, loaded, $1550
489-2609 after 5pm.
1986 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham, burgandy color,
excellent condition, 58,030
miles Contact Bill Kopperud, 753-1222 days.
753-6620 evenings
1987 DODGE 600, auto,
air, psipb, recent engine
work $2450 489-2609
1988 CAMARO w/ground
effects, V-8, 5-speed,
57dix miles asking $6000
437-4789
1988 HYUNDAI. low mileage, needs minor repair
759-1551 days, 753-1229
nights.
1990 TEMPO GL, 47xxx
miles, loaded, excellent
condition, $6800 436-2917
after 4pm
1991 CHEVY Cavalier RS,
red, 34 xxx miles
753-4286
89 BERETTA, good cond.,
$5800. 753-4129.

AL

"Quality Lawn & Landscape Services"

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
job
Our power blowers & vacuums do the
right and get it done fast.

,On

A-i TREE removal & tree
!retuning. Light hauling &
odd jobs. Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

1990 CHEVY 13eauvillo,
long wheel base van Listed
at $12,000 753-0651

1992 Cadillac DeVille
Slv/Gry, List $33,266

Union
Offered

yams

HOUSE and 5 acres, 4
mites out. C/G A., 3br, 2
baths, LR, DR, kitchen, FR,
rec. room, large utility
Large attached room.
Deck, 3 car garage 2440
outbuikling. Call 753-1279

Res
Estate

Purdom Motors

List $20,787 •

1007 Olive

430

4 BR brick home in Murray
for rent, $375/mo.
753-4509.

NEW house in new development, 3br

Acreage divided into lots sublect to approval of Union City Planning
Zoning Convnlmion

mi. from
Kenlake State
Resort Park.
Watch next weeks
paper for details.
502-365-3723

01Afo

1004 MAIN, 2tx, 1 bath,
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, freezer, central h/a, w/d
hook-up, no pets. $360/mo.
$300 deposit 759-1265.

Prime commerciel business locution on Highway 51 kur-iene, dose
to tack:vies, restaurants, shopping Oddities, Dbde Gun Worts and
Museum

C? 3:1.342 lc irio.00 rronuee on Reeled Avenue
• dr
•
TRACT 1: 0.946 ac 150.W frontage on Reread Avenue
TRACT 5: 0.750 ac 20016' trona°, on Reelfoot Avenue

and Lots
1

and advertise in
the classifieds.

Houses
For Reed

HOME for sale in quiet
street in older section of
town near Murray Middle
School Home totally redecorated and ready for immediate occupancy, central gas heat central
electric cooling Property
also includes nice garage
apt with 2 car garage Offered at $75,000 Contact
Bill Kopperud, Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222

CARPORT
SALE

House, Cabins

Have a yard sale

110

Odieber 31 •• 11120 kM. "'• 1502
Setunday
Corteges.Guns, Boats. Decays,Yard Equipment.251.15-Acre Farm

Auction
Oct. 31

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

PUBLIC AUCTION

Homes
For Sale

Publk
Sele

Pots
di Simples

530

360

tin

140

320

3'0

7153-5726

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134
BRYON'S Lawn Service is
taking orders for fall leaf
pick-up. 753-4591.
BULLDOZING, backhoe
septic system Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after
491TI
CARPET and vinyl installa
tion and repairs Glen Beb
bar, 759-1247

Orators
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM W000WORKJHG

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
7 3.59::: showroom
'Drop by & 7
409 SUNSURY.MUIRRAY 034Ininct Bunny Bread)
1111
1
---.44
'
11.1111
4

jf11,1,4fri Ii:

.'

1 Jr!1111

Service on all brands' window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

.,Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios arid Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

NEW Discovery For
Mobile Home
Roofs!
N°I95
STOPssTOP
9 1r1(91
sA•SOUNDPROOFING
RUBBER!
New advance in coating technology can work
wonders for your mobile home. PACE'S
WHITE-STAR reduces roof racket with soundproofing rubber. Waterproofs! Insulates! Actually lowers on-the-roof temperatures as much
as 35 degrees in the summer; conserves
inside heat in the winter. Just ONE COAT of
PACE'S WHITE-STAR adds years of protection to your roof - at low cost. Call for more
information.
(Free Winterizing During October)

Walt's Mobile Home
Repair
502-436-2776
Hamlin, KY 46164

HC Box 138

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE
CALL 753-1916

1992
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CIASSIFIEDS
Services
011ered

Steely
Sackhee
Senrice
Sapt( Twa & Swart

753-415S
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
CARPORTS for car and
trucks Special saes tor
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc Excellent protection, high quality. excellent
value Roy Hit, 759-4664
CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812
CNIM Chita Chlmn•y
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen decounts. We sell
chimney cape and screens
435-4191
COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436 2575 after 5pm
CONSTRUCTION, custom
framing addibons, solar
greenhouses. new homes
Tripp Williams 753-0563
COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers. offices
WuOs Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
piste inatallason and serCall Gary at
vice
750-4754
DRYWALL. finishing. repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
EXTERIOR/Intenct painting Workmanship guaranteed 1-527-7382

061,/ffo

GENERAL Repair plumbing, rooting, tree work.
4362642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489-2267

REFINISHING. stripping.
custom woodworking
753-8056

GUTTERING By Sears
Soars residential and corn
ntercial continuous gutters
instalied for your specsfica
sons Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

ROGER Hudson rock haul,mg.gravel, sand,dirt, doveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763

ROCKY COLSON Horne
Repair Rooting, siding,
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

CoiitraL Bridge
Even When You
Lose You Win
East dealer
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•95 2
•75
• A J 10 98 4
•6 2
FAST
WEST
6
02
J 13
4
:
* Q84 3
•K 986 4
•Q 7 3
•6 2
•K 10 7 4
•95
SOUTH
40 A K 7
/ 10
5
A.
11: K

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
Repair. replacement new
HADAWAY Construction installation, pumping, sowHome remodeling paint- ers, footings, basements
ing wallpaper c.ar pen try , Back ho.-loader SerVICI1
floor covering No lob too BRENT ALLEN. 759-1515
small 436 2052
SEWING machine repair
HOME Improvement Spe- Kenneth Barnhill
cialist Vinyl siding win- 753-2674
dows carports and patio SHEETROCK finishing,
enclosures 753-0280
textured ceilings Larry
K B ASSOCIATES Gen Chnsman 492-8742
oral construction remodel- SOUTHERLAND AND
ing, garages decks patios LONG Construction Home
interior trim 753-0834
repairs and remodeling.
roofing room additions,
RE
CABINET
KITCHEN
COVERY existing doors & foundation work Free eelframes with woodgrain for males No Jobs too big or
mica, al colors Free esti- too small Cal S&L Conmates Wulff s Recovery struction 753-3870 day or
night.
l‘lurray 436-5560
Y Tree & Stump
SUREWA
LEE'S CARPET CLEANwith full
ING. For all your carpet and Removal Insured
Free esupholstery cal 753 5827 line of equipment
timates Day or night,
esnmates
Free
753-5484
removal
water
y
Emergenc
MainMOBILE home set-ups T C. Dinh Repair and
Free estimates 759-2570, *nano*. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 than
8arn-5pm
Street 753-6111 office,
RAYMOND Bynum Build- 753-0606 after 5pm.
ing Contractor 25. years
Co Seamless
experience Buikkng and THE Gutter
gutters variety
remodeling Call 753-8704 aluminum Licensed in
of colors
anytime
sured Estimate available
FENCE sales at Sears 759-4690
now Call Sears 753-2310 VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
for free estimate for your Service Center, cleaningneeds
servicing $15, most repairs
1,
FOR bushhogging leveling $35 New location Route
dirt or gravel arid seeding Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri., 753-0530.
yards, call 753 3413
WILL clean gutters,
$15-$25 Call early morning or evenings, 753-8908

YOUR Al)
COULD BE
HERE
CALL 753-1916

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service Al work
guaranteed 492 8816.

•AQJ8 3
The bidding:
North
South West
East
3 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
Opening lead - six of hearts.
When declarer takes a finesse he
usually hopes it will win, but there
are occasions when he earnestly
hopes it will lose. Here is an example
of such a situation. Declarer wins
East's queen of hearts with the ace
and concludes that the beat way to
play the hand is to lead a low diamond and finesse the jack.
If East has the queen and takes it,
South has ten cast-iron tricks, later
overtaking the king ofdiamonds with
the ace and running dummy's suit.
That is why South hopes the finesse
will lose.
The first-round finesse has another advantage in that declarer may
still win six diamond tricks if West
was dealt Q-x. When South later
plays the king and West's queen appears, he can afford to overtake the
king with the ace.
But let's assume that in the
presentcase East is shrewd enough to
refuse to take the jack of diamonds
with the queen at trick two. In that
event, declarer leads a club from
dummy and finesses the queen.(This
time South hopesthefinesse will win.)
When it does, declarer leads the
king of diamonds and overtakes it
with the ace. He then finesses the
jack of clubs, cashes the ace, and
continues with a club. East takes the
king and cashes the queen of diamonds, but South finishes with ten
tricks consisting of two spades, two
hearts,two diamonds and four clubs.
Note that if declarer starts by
playing the king and another diamond, he runs into serious trouble
and eventually goes down one or
more tricks.The immediate diamond
finesse is easily the best play, as it
assures two entries to dummy if the
finesse wins and five diamond tricks
if it loses.

Party Block

(

[

no a

Evan WiliamsN
Black
75 L

111

Jr. Sub

2.45
15.921
171637\ •4.64
s""m
[
1
(
52.33
Uncle Bingo)
Canadian
Ck
'75 L
[

L 16.52
MA9°'
Makers Ltarl
[
fso It 14.41

BEER

DELI

7.85

2227)

Bacan
[

Torada
Tolutia
15.45

, looseheal

2.90
•5.48

(Bart

on

Your Price

oevd
1992
Oldsmobile 88
Royale

Your Price

Stock #93011

1992
Oldsmobile
Achieva S Coupe
List Price
Discount & Rebate

'21,703.00
- 4,704.84

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Stock #92231

-Anti-lock Brakes
-Fully Equipped

1992 Chevrolet
S10 Blazer 4x4

19.86 [
)
Rosemounihardonnay
C
rio it 7.98
(Dswats Whoi)
t5 1

98
'
32

5.40

-Tahoe Package

94.911

Your Price

15 99
Sloiclinsys)
21.95

Gros

(.141118 Scotch

2.49

4.99

(Party Sub)

Heineken
I6 Pk.

Friandia
7, 21.99
•
11.88

4.92
West Wood
Sub

5.20

.\
(Jack Derrels
Badt

1 7S

(

6.99
Amstel
Light

Rive Vodka)
73
8.99
•

6 Pk

ISmi

s Vodka
12.85

6-96

1111
&Ismael
Vodka

Columbia Crest
Medal
710 It 928

"
Quail Ridge
Chardonnay
15. 15.45
)

SUMS )

Chardonnay
750 It 10.30

1992
Chevrolet
Lumina Sedan
List Price
Discount & Rebate

Your Price

Stock #92153

16,499.00
- 3,547 91

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Stock #92165

Stock #92277
6 Pk.

6.25)

14,530.00
- 3,889.05

92 951 09

71.

he Cone
Beck s

1992 Geo
Storm GSI

1
(Simi Cabsrnsi
Sauvignon

6.48
2.20
4.22

_zti

(Pciwv
,

6 Pk.

.93)
['74:".1

8.99

132.981

1399

Kirin

no a 1445
)

.41k1AIL

abernet
(..airard C)
SaNignon
710 it 32.90

IC75
AA1Y3298
Sark

K

19,886.00
- 4,974.55

List Price
Discount & Rebate

)
Smuggler

V751.

6 Pk

'14,830.00
- 3,087.68

16599816

Linlernan's
Chwdonnay
7•A hi. 8.77

18.75i

Gin
12.11)

Can

-Several In
Stock

[Molson)
River Rat
m (
1816)

1111

Old Charter
L 2297
(5 Yr Old )

11,411.00
- 1,925.89

List Price

2.99

6 Pk

6.19

1993 Chevrolet
S10 Tahoe

(Clan McGrew)

(Corona) (
Cid

2.70
•5.12

-Short Wheel Base
Silverado

Creenord SO3C
(
75 1 1836)

6 Pk

6.31

Stock #92121

Stock #92294

Stock #92133

Cooks
Champagne
730 it 4.96
•

Remember-Don? Drink And Drive

Peachtree
Schnapps

'9,924.00
- 1,607.17

List Price
Discount & Rebate

'17,443.00
- 3,465.41

List Price
Discount & Rebate

Cooks Wines)
750 IA 4.99

Prices
Good
Thru
10-24-92

It's Time To Wine And Dine

411

ow."1992 Chevrolet
Cavalier VL Coupe

°evil 992 Chevrolet
C1500 Silverado

1111

way cad
("tornI Serval
9.28 J

-Anti-lock Brakes -Full Power

.2

In Stock to Choose From

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

17.63
•

West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block
901442-7366

West Wood Wines
& Liquors
West Wood At The "r
P.O. Box 292
Paris, TN 38242

West Wood St.
Hwy. 54 & 69
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m
Mon.-Sat.
Viaa/11C/AE/Discover
901-642-7714

CHEVROLET PEPPERS
600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN lacismoble

GOO

642-3900

• 1-800-325-3229

rer to dealer incentives Taxes title and
Legal Mumma° Jumbo Ail prices after rebate dealer retains any manufactu
administration less additional

77-Tc,
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Looking Back

Today in History

food service at Murray-Calloway
Tea years ago
1992. There are 71
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 21, the 295th day of
staged County Hospital, was installed as
was
disaster
A
mock
days left in the year.
yesterday at Murray facilities. It president of Kentucky Dietetic
Today's Highlight in History:
fall
of
coast
the
off
place
involved some 25 students of Association at a state-wide
On Oct. 21, 1805, the Baule of Trafalgar took
Lodge.
Barkley
Lake
at
a
meeting
d
defeate
803.
Post
Nelson
r
Explore
Horatio
Medical
Spain. A British fleet commanded by Adm.
Kathleen C. Outland was
plans of Napoleon I
The Haunted Forest and Carnicombined French and Spanish fleet, thwarting the
as Business Woman of the
named
at
29
to
26
Oct.
be
killed.
val will
to invade England. Nelson, however, was
Jaycee Year by Murray Business and
County
loway
Murray-Cal
On this date:
also kno n as
Fairgrounds. Activities will be in Professional Women's Club.
In 1797, the U.S. Navy frigate Constitution,
Births reported include a boy
progress from 6 to 10 p.m. each
lronsides," was launched in Boston's harbor.
his
at
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cathey, a
to
e electric light
night.
In 1879, Thomas Edison invented a workabl
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
boy
JenkKenny
and
Kim Holland
laboratory in Menlo Park, N.J.
and a girl to Mr. and
U.S.
Hopkins
at
the
of
17
n
Sept.
Divisio
married
were
ins
First
the
of
In 1917, 75 years ago, members
see
Jackie
Thompson, Oct. 13; a
to
Mrs.
.
ns
Church
first America
North Fork Baptist
Army training in Luneville, France, became the
and Mrs. Jerry Lee
to
Mr.
boy
Hendon
Luther
Mrs.
and
Mr.
action on the front lines of World War I.
14.
Oct.
city
oin
Hall,
years
German
60
for
the
d
married
be
capture
will
troops
U.S.
II,
In 1944, during World War
"Fall is really upon us and the
Oct. 29.
of Aachen.
opposed
are covering our yard. We
home
rators
leaves
of
demonst
teacher
Crass,
of
ds
Sally
thousan
In 1967, 25 years ago, tens of
but
to have to get busy and
tried
High
going
are
ton; a small group
economics at Murray
to the Vietnam war marched in Washing
up," from column,
them
summer
clean
her
about
School, talked
failed to storm the Pentagon.
William
and
Around Murray"
&
Heard
Zeta
of
"Seen
Powell
meeting
F.
a
at
Lewis
Egypt
to
ed
trip
nominat
In 1971, President Nixon
of
s, publisher.
ions
C.
William
resignat
s
James
by
the
Woman'
following
Department of Murray
H. Rehnquist to the U.S. Supreme Court,
ago
years
Thirty
house.
club
Harlan.
the
at
M.
Club held
Justices Hugo L. Black and John
have
Harry S. Trunt
to
Preside
Former
claimed
ago
n
years
Lebano
Twenty
in
ers
kidnapp
In 1986, pro-Iranian
was released in August
Anne E. Flood, director of man was in his usual good form
abducted American writer Edward Tracy (he
1991).
in Independence, MisTen years ago: Funeral services were held
died Oct. 18 at age
had
souri, for former first lady Bess Truman, who
97.
DEAR ABBY:"Gary" and I have its, he never even says hello to me.
the U.S.
in
began
debate
ious
acrimon
mesSometi
been married for six years. This ii When I mentioned this to Gary, he
Five years ago:
H. Bork to the U.S.
Robert
Judge
of
ion
my first marriage and his second. said, "The divorce really affected
nominat
the
on
Senate
the
reject
to
58-42
voted
Senate
has three children from his Todd."
the
Gary
later,
Supreme Court.(Two days
Abby, I've bent over backward
e. They live with their
marriag
first
nomination.)
trying to get Todd to like me, but
come
but
state,
kidin
another
his
by
mother
freed
was
Turner
One year ago: American hostage Jesse
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the night of Oct. 20 when he
spoke to approximately 4,000
persons in the Murray State College Auditorium. The Murray
High School Band presented special music.
John 0. Pasco Jr., senior at
Murray High School and son of
Mr. and Mrs. John 0. Pasco, has
been awarded a letter of commendation for his high score on
his National Merit Scholarship
Examination, according to Principal Eli Alexander.
Joe Johnston of Hazel received
the Citizenship Award presented
by Hazel Camp 138 at a meeting
at Hazel School Cafeteria.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Tidwell
were married for 50 years on Oct.
20.
Forty years ago
The home of Dr. and Mrs. P.A.
Hart on West Main Street was

destroyed by fire today just
before noon.
Martha Jane Brunson of Louisville, president of Kentucky Division of American Association of
University Women, spoke at a
meeting Murray Branch of
AAUW held Oct. 14 at Murray
Woman's Club House. She was
introduced by Mrs. J.C. Winter.
Beaurdean Wrather, John Grogan, Rhoda Nell Herndon, John
H. Perkins, C.R. Wrather, Sybil
Brittain, Virginia Galloway, Obie
Galloway, Ruby Roberts, Alma
Roberts, Ruby Grogan, Julia
Griffin and Jack Griffin were
installed as officers of Temple
Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of
the Eastern Star.
Mrs. R.H. Hood and Mrs. E.C.
Parker have returned to their
homes in Murray after a visit
with their mother, Mrs. O.G.
Thomas, Ringgold, La.

Dear Abby
son, and he can't afford to put him
up on campus. Please tell me what
to do.
CANT COPE ANYMORE
DEAR CAN'T COPE: This is
an assignment for your husband. He must tell Todd that if
he is to stay with you, he'd better start behaving like a man.
He doesn't have to like you,
but he should treat you with
respect, which includes saying
"hello." And since Todd will be
living with you for four years,
there should be a clear under-
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TO LOOK AS THOUGH NOTHING
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm interested in
obtaining information on obstructive
lung disease and disorders.
DEAR READER: Chronic obstrucpulmonary disease is a serious
tive
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"Well, I'll be! It's still there!
lung ailment marked by low blood oxygen and high blood carbon dioxide.
I used to watch as a kid!"
due to several alterations in lung tissue, notably loss of alveolar air sacs
and increased mucus secretion. COPD
is a common consequence of smoking,
air pollution and many lung disorders,
such as chronic bronchitis and
asthma.
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DEAR ABBY: This is for people
who have a hard time sleeping with
their mates. I was one.
"Harold" and I slept spoon fashion with his head between my
shoulder blades. He snored like a
lion, and his legs jerked involuntarily all night.(I was often kicked.) He
also kept moving to my side of the
bed until his head was on the middle of my pillow, his body wastretched across the bed, and his
feet were in the bottom corner of niv
side. This left me a tiny triangular
space to sleep in. I often found
myself hanging onto the edge of the
mattress to keep from falling off the
bed.
Any mention of getting twin beds
was a blow to Harold's pride
1"What would people think?" he
asked in all seriousness.)
After he fell asleep, I tried goin).)
into another room, but he'd wake up
and come looking for me — angry.
too, for leaving" him. Then we'd
argue until dawn.
Finally, desperate, and thinking
he needed more room than we lad
in a double bed, I bought twin beds
and pushed them together. This
home-style version of a queen- or
king-sized bed solved part of-the
problem:- There was a crack between-the
two mattresses, and when Harold
inched over to my side in his sleep.
he'd feel the crack, fear he was
about to fall off the bed, then he'd
move back to his side. After that, I
got the sleep I needed (though he
still snored). Our fights decreased,
and we had many happy years
before the good Lord called him
home.
HAROLD'S WIDOW
IN LONG BEACH

Dr. Gott

CATHY
I JUST HAD A BABY. WHY
Am I TRYING TO CLEAN
THE HOUSE FOR COMPANY ??

standing about the house rules.
Who will clean Todd's room?
Who will do his laundry? Is
there a curfew?
A suggestion: To assure no
misunderstandings, everything
should be in writing.
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Fresh
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Bunch

Lb.
Field Dinner

Franks or Bologna

lb.

$1.69

Beaus Pk. 3 Lbs

iumENEMI

44•1„
Golden Ripe

BANANAS

3 99'

Boneless Fryer

Breast Fillets
Williams

Sausage
Value Pack Boneless

Shoulder Steak
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'lackeys Peas Great Northern - Pinto Bed Kidney - Chill Hot Beans
15 Oz. Can
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